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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 
The objective of channel modeling is to capture our knowledge and understanding of the manner in which 
the propagation environment impairs and distorts wireless signals in a form useful in the design, test and 
simulation of wireless communications systems. Designers and developers use such channel models to 
predict and compare the performance of wireless communications systems under realistic conditions and 
to devise and evaluate methods for mitigating the impairments and distortions that degrade wireless 
signals. The importance of channel models in wireless system design has long been recognized. Indeed, J. 
D. Parsons, writing in The Mobile Propagation Channel, proclaimed that: 

Of all the research activities related to mobile radio that have taken place over the years, those 
involving characterisation and modeling of the radio propagation channel are among the most 
important and fundamental. 

Channel models are the basis for the software simulators, channel emulators and RF planning tools that 
are used during the design, implementation, testing and deployment of wireless communications systems, 
as summarized in Fig. I-1. They can also be used to precisely define the degree of impairment that a 
wireless system must be able to tolerate in order to: (1) meet the requirements for certification by 
standards groups and/or (2) comply with contractual obligations. 

 

Fig. I-1 – Role of Propagation and Channel Models in Wireless System Design 

Like any other mathematical model, a channel model is an abstract, simplified, mathematical construct 
that describes a portion of reality. In order to limit its complexity, a channel model must necessarily focus 
on those aspects of the channel that affect the performance of a system of interest and ignore the rest. As 
researchers develop more sophisticated signalling schemes in order to deliver faster, more reliable 
communications, it will be necessary to develop new channel models that capture the nature of the 
relevant impairments and their dependence on the environment. As systems are deployed in ever more 
demanding environments and, in some cases, in higher frequency bands, it will be necessary to extend 
existing models. 
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Channel models capture the distortions and impairments that result as wireless signals traverse the path 
from a transmitter to a receiver and are diffracted, scattered and absorbed by the terrain, trees, buildings, 
vehicles and people that comprise the propagation environment. The presence of obstructions along the 
path may cause the signal to experience greater attenuation than it would under free space conditions. If 
the signal is scattered by obstacles located throughout the coverage area, replicas of the signal may take 
multiple paths from the transmitter to the receiver. Because the replicas will arrive at the receiver after 
different delays, the signal will experience time dispersion. Because the replicas will also arrive from 
different directions, the signal will experience angular dispersion. If either the scatterers or one of the 
terminals is in motion, rapid changes in the phase relationship between multipath components will cause 
the signal to fade randomly, perhaps deeply. Such variation in received signal strength over time is 
equivalent to frequency dispersion. The correlation between fading observed at the output of adjacent 
receiving antennas will depend upon the type and configuration of the antennas and the range of angles 
over which the incident signals arrive.  

1.2 Development of New Channel Models 
It is commonly but erroneously believed that channel modelling involves time consuming collection of 
large amounts of measurement data followed by exploratory data analysis that seeks to identify 
relationships and correlations between the physical parameters and channel model parameters. However, 
such an approach is both inefficient and ineffective. 

A better approach to develop a new channel model is to begin with discussion between the channel 
modeller and the wireless system designer/developer. First, they must agree upon which aspects of 
channel behaviour are important and must be captured, and which can be ignored. If important aspects are 
neglected, the model will not be useful. If, however, too many aspects are considered, the resulting model 
could be overly complex and would likely require considerable additional effort to develop.  

The channel modeller and the designer/developer must also agree upon the nature of the physical 
environment(s) to be considered and the manner in which the transmitting and receiving antennas will be 
deployed. This will be often be captured in the form of usage scenarios that will describe, in broad terms, 
how devices that employ the technology will be used. They must also decide whether the model is to be 
broadly representative of the scenarios in which wireless devices based upon the technology are likely to 
be used, i.e., site-general, and the extent to which it must capture the manner in which the channel 
parameters depend upon the design parameters that describe the configuration of the link.  

The nature and degree of the propagation impairments observed on a wireless channel will be affected by 
the gains, beamwidths, polarizations and orientations of the transmitting and receiving antennas. If the 
width of the angle of arrival distribution of incident signals is narrower than or at least comparable to the 
beamwidth of the receiving antenna, then one can usually separate the distortions introduced by the 
wireless channel (which are captured by the channel model) from the distortions introduced by the 
antennas (which are captured by the antenna model). If the two sets of distortions cannot be easily 
separated, one often has little choice but to model them together. The combination of the wireless channel 
and the transmitting and receiving antennas is often referred to as the radio channel.  

The nature and degree of the propagation impairments also depend upon many design parameters and 
environmental factors including the carrier frequency, the distance between the transmitting and receiving 
antennas, the relative heights of the antennas above ground level, the nature, height and density of the 
scatterers in the environment and the nature of any obstructions that lie between the antennas. The 
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decision to fix a design parameter or environmental factor, treat it as an independent variable or simply 
ignore it will depend upon: (1) the extent to which the channel parameters are affected by that design 
parameter or environmental factor and (2) the likely range of values which the design parameter or 
environmental factor might take on in the usage scenario.  

The channel modeller and the designer/developer must decide whether to develop the model by 
simulation, by measurement, or some combination. Although simulation-based methods such as ray 
tracing are potentially less expensive and time-consuming than measurement-based approaches, they are 
limited by the assumptions upon which they are based and the possibly tremendous amounts of de- tail 
regarding the type and location of the scatterers in a typical environment that one may need to supply to 
them. Measurement-based methods are widely used to characterize wireless channels because they can 
provide results that are: (1) of immediate use to designers and developers and (2) useful in the validation 
of results obtained from simulation-based methods. The limitations of measurement-based approaches are 
described in the next section. Measurement- and simulation-based approaches to channel modeling are 
increasingly seen as complementary; many channel modeling studies employ both approaches.  

Once the decision to collect channel measurement data has been made, whether as the primary basis for 
the channel model or to validate simulation results, the channel modeller must configure a suitable 
channel sounder. Alternative approaches are described in the next section. Important considerations 
include: (1) whether the channel is static or time-varying, (2) the nature of the antennas, including the 
manner in which the antenna pattern varies with frequency and, if applicable, the degree of mutual 
coupling between co-located antennas, (3) non-linearities in the transfer functions of active devices used 
in the instrument, especially if multi-carrier or other complex signals are used as stimulus signals, (4) the 
amount of phase noise in signals generated by oscillators in the system, (5) the size, weight, and 
transportability of the equipment, (6) the sensitivity of the equipment to the environment, especially 
temperature and (7) cost.  

The next step is to collect the required measurement data and reduce them, i.e., extract the channel 
parameters of interest. Often, measurement campaigns are con- ducted in two stages, as depicted in Fig. I-
2. Development runs are used to assess the performance of the channel sounder, identify potential models 
against which the measurement data can be reduced, and to provide an opportunity to fine-tune the 
instrument and the data collection protocol as required. Upon completion of the development runs, 
production runs are conducted in order to collect the vast amount of measurement data required to yield 
statistically reliable results. In order to ensure the consistency of the data set collected during production 
runs, changes to the equipment and/or the data collection protocol are strongly discouraged. The next step 
is to estimate the channel parameters and their marginal distributions, mutual correlation, relationship to 
environmental and design parameters and so forth. The final step is to cast the results in the form of a 
model useful in the analysis, design and simulation of wireless communications systems and verify that 
the model is consistent with the measurement data upon which it is based.  
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Fig. I-2 – Measurement-based Channel Modeling	  

2 5G WIRELESS 
 

As the present LTE cellular frequency bands between 700 MHz and 2.6 GHz are 
becoming increasingly congested by a larger and more diverse set of user equipment that use 
increasing amounts of data, the possibility of develop 5G wireless systems that can access the 
GHz of bandwidth that is available in frequency bands above 6 GHz is becoming increasing 
attractive [1]. Many different usage scenarios, each with different challenges, have been 
proposed. In response, the European METIS (Mobile and wireless communication Enablers for 
Twenty-twenty Information Society) initiative has laid out performance upgrade targets for 
future 5G mobile wireless communications system by 2020. These are summarized in Table 1 
[2].   
 

Huawei and Samsung are among the leading telecommunications equipment 
manufacturers who have shared competing visions for 5G wireless. Huawei’s vision for 5G is 
summarized by the “5G HyperService Cube” presented in Figure 1 [86].  Samsung’s vision for 
5G is summarized by the Rainbow of Requirements presented in Figure 2 [87]. Huawei’s figure 
emphasizes the diversity of application requirements.  While Samsung’s 5G rainbow mentions 
only the “limit values” (or “high water marks”) for some important KPI, the Huawei view 
motivates us to pursue flexibility in our 5G solutions – we want to network to adapt to the job it 
has to do for a given application category.  
 

The proposed time schedule under discussion in the International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU) is presented in Figure 3 [88]. ITU’s proposed timeline has 5G performance 
requirements under development in 2H2015/FY2016/1Q2017. The circular letter is the “request 
for proposals” that the industry (including 3GPP) will try to respond to with new RAN 
standard(s).  High frequency channel models will be very valuable to move along the 
performance requirements activity.   Yet, the allocation of bands to 5G may happen only in WRC 
2018/2019.   So various contingency scenarios have to be worked. 
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Table 1: METIS overall goals mapped with scenarios and its challenges [2]. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Huawei’s 5G vision – The 5G Hypercube [86]. 
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Figure 2: Samsung’s 5G vision – The 5G Rainbow of Requirements [87]. 

 
Figure 3: The proposed time schedule for 5G under development in the ITU [88]. 

 
Currently, many telecom operators are exploring the underutilized millimetre-wave (mm-

wave) frequency bands such as 15 GHz, 28 GHz, 38 GHz, 60 GHz, 73 GHz, etc, for the next 
generation mobile network 5G [1]. These bands are less occupied by other applications and 
wider bandwidths are available to be allocated to each carrier. However, radio wave propagation 
at such higher frequencies (thus smaller wavelengths) has different physical mechanism 
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(diffraction, reflection, scattering, refraction, absorption, penetration, etc), higher free-space path 
loss and building penetration loss compared to the present 4G/LTE system [3]. A series of our 
Wireless Insite ray-tracing simulation results in downtown Ottawa scenario throughout 2 GHz to 
38 GHz (referring to Figure 4 to Figure 7 below) illustrated that, as frequency increased, 
diffraction over sharp edges contributed to a smaller portion of overall multipath propagation, 
while reflection off grounds, rooftop, and vertical walls played a major role, especially when no 
LOS links could be established. In addition, smaller apertures of mm-wave antennas require 
higher power to send and receive data [4].  
 

 
Figure 4: Received power coverage map of 2GHz with diffraction 
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Figure 5: Received power coverage map of 2GHz without diffraction 

 
Figure 6:Received power coverage map of 28GHz with diffraction 
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Figure 7: Received power coverage map of 28GHz without diffraction 

Hence, we need to analyze and characterize the wireless propagation behaviour at these 
mm-wave frequencies for carriers’ future base station deployment plan for optimal coverage and 
capacity.  Antenna types, antenna heights, antenna configurations, cell ranges, line of sight 
(LOS) or non-line-of-sight (NLOS) transmission, geographic nature surrounding the base 
stations are some of the parameters that will be changing for the next major phase of mobile 
telecommunications standards. This change will pose a major challenge of the base station 
design since it will have to serve different frequency bands with different cell sites to accomplish 
downward/backward compatibility with 3G, 4G, LTE-A, etc. [5]  

 
This report explores applicable papers that have investigated past works of wireless 

cellular communications at mm-wave frequencies under different environments such as 
indoor/outdoor, urban/sub-urban/rural, university campus and residential areas. Relevant past 
activities started as early as in the 1990s for the local multipoint distribution service (LMDS) 
application to release licensees for mobile cellular and backhaul [6]. LMDS focused on fixed 
receivers, macrocell configuration, suburban neighbourhoods, and LOS paths. Since the 2000s, 
there were more 5G related activities to investigate the characteristics of mobile users, microcell 
configuration of more compact radii, urban neighbourhoods and NLOS paths. The majority of 
research activities took place firstly with higher 60GHz band and later shifted down to 38 GHz, 
28 GHz and 10GHz bands. 
 

This report is structured in the following sequence. Sections 2 and 3 cover outdoor 
propagation measurements for macrocell and microcell network configuration, respectively. 
Section 4 describes indoor and outdoor-to-indoor building penetration measurement. Section 5 
illustrates how presence of human activities in the path of a radio channel affects the channel. 
Each section first starts off with an overview of the channel characteristics for that particular 
environment followed by three subsections of different frequency bands in the ascending order. 
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The use cases, measurements parameters (such as path loss (PL), power delay profile (PDP), 
delay spread, etc), results and patterns will be presented in detail for the various frequency bands. 
Lastly, the conclusion in section 6 summarizes the milestones in the mmWave frequencies 
measurement for 5G and identifies the uncovered gaps and questions which need to be filled.   
 

3 MACROCELL MEASUREMENT AND MODELS (LMDS) 

3.1 Overview 
This and the next section describe outdoor propagation (both transmitter and receiver 

antennas are placed outdoor) and past measurement researches in macrocell and microcell 
configuration, respectively. Mobile phone networks classify cells into macrocells and microcells 
based on size. Table 2 compares macrocell and microcell parameters [10].  

 

Table 2: Typical macrocells and microcell parameters comparison [10]. 

Parameter Macrocell Microcell 

Cell radius 1~20 km  0.1~1 km 

Transmitter height Above rooftop level Below rooftop level 

Transmitter power 1~10 W 0.1~1 W 

Receiver height 1-2 m; below rooftop level 1-2 m; below rooftop level 

Propagation mechanism Non-line-of-sight; diffraction 
and scattering by rooftops 

Line-of-sight and reflection 
from buildings 

Fading Rayleigh Nakagami-Rice 

RMS delay spread 0.1~10 us 10~100 ns 

Max. bit rate 0.3 Mb/s 1 Mb/s 

  
Macrocell configuration usually applies high radiation centerlines with antennas mounted 

at high points above surroundings such as ground-based masts or rooftops, covering large cell 
range up to tens of kilometres with high transmitter powers of tens of Watts. There are usually no 
LOS paths in such conditions, and signal propagates mainly by diffraction, reflection and 
refraction (for large cells.) Therefore, predicting average field strengths and multipath signals are 
difficult [11]. Many models have been proposed based on knowledge of topography, land usage 
and building height information. COST 231 final report summarizes modelling in urban areas, 
influence of vegetation, large-scale terrain effects, multipath prediction and more general 
models—Hata model, Ikegami model, Walfisch-Ikegami mode, etc [3]. 
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As mentioned in section 1, early mm-wave activities started with LMDS, a broadband 
wireless access (BWA) networking solution in the 1990s, to offer broadband wireless access to 
fixed networks providing services including one-way video distribution and telephony and fully-
interactive switched broadband multimedia applications [6]. LMDS operated mainly in 28, 38, 
and 40 GHz frequency bands with much available bandwidth. Traditional LMDS network 
architecture was one-layered relying on LOS transmission, thus suitable for high-rise buildings 
or rural areas, and repeaters and mirrors were deployed in difficult propagation measurements. 
Later, more flexible two-layered network (TLN) architecture was developed and it complied 
better with Internet traffic and capacity requirements [7].  A typical TLN architecture is shown in 
Figure 8 below. Layer 1 composed of wide-area macrocells supporting Layer 2 which consisted 
of local-area microcells [8].  A fundamental LMDS network has an omnidirectional or sectorized 
base station, user antennas with network interface units and/or set-top boxes, and required 
equipment for wide area network (WAN) interconnection including links. [9] 

 
Figure 8:  TLN LMDS architecture of LOS macrocells and lower-frequency microcells [7]. 

  

3.2 28~38GHz Frequency Bands 
 
Use cases:  
 

All macrocell mmWave activities surveyed were in the 28~38 GHz frequency range, 
more specifically at 28GHz [6][34-40] and two at 38GHz bands [41][42]. The LMDS application 
dated back in the late 1990s until early 2000s. Measurement campaign occurred at various 
propagation environments including urban (Singapore, Eugene, OR, and Brighton Beach, NY) 
[35][38][6], suburban (Singapore, San Jose and Fremont, CA, and Northglenn, CO) [35][40], and 
rural (Singapore)[35] outdoor use cases. With LOS, partially obstructed LOS, and NLOS paths, 
one can understand and characterize channel behaviours in teRMS of received power level, path 
loss, channel impulse response, power delay profile, delay spread, excess loss, time of arrival 
(TOA), angle of arrival (AOA), etc. Typical channel coverage can be ranged from the order of 
hundreds of meters to several kilometres. Transmitter antennas were typically mounted on a 
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higher position than the receivers. Major impairments for LMDS system was excess path loss 
caused by different obstructions and attenuations. The study of propagation conditions at 28GHz 
band included rough surface scattering (Blacksburg, VA) [34], foliage/vegetation (Japan, Spain) 
[37][39], and rain/weather conditions (Turkey) [36]. Impairment studied at 38GHz band was 
rain/weather condition (Blacksburg, VA) [41][42]. Figure 9 shows a typical ray-tracing analysis 
of multipath signal trajectories in an urban scenario and its simulated PDP outcome [38]. 
      

 
Figure 9:  Multipath ray-tracing study in an urban environment and its PDP for analysis point 
[38].   

 
Measurement results:  
 
 In [34], Dillard et al investigated rough surface scattering properties of limestone and 
brick walls to characterize radio paths at 28GHz involving one more bounces from these walls. 
They found evident diffuse scattering presence in the 28GHz LMDS band. The rougher 
limestone walls caused reflections which were more spread out in time than those from the 
smoother brick walls. Large incident angle paths could provide reasonable signal levels in 
shadowed area. Soma et al conducted propagation measurements in urban, suburban, and rural 
Singapore to develop the static & time-variant dynamic LMDS measurement-based channel 
impulse response (IR) models. Measurement sites include residential blocks, business centres, 
foliage, sport grounds, and hilly terrain to analyze attenuation by vegetation and density of 
buildings. Excess path loss was found the most serious propagation impairment to an operational 
LMDS system. Excess loss highly depended on the nature of blockage, and LOS or near LOS 
paths were required to achieve satisfactory coverage. Figure 10 illustrates the complimentary 
cumulative distribution function (CCDF) curves of the RMS delay spread for various channel 
types. 95% of the time delay spread lied below 10, 20ns, 40ns, and greater than 120ns for rural, 
suburban, typical urban areas, and high dense urban areas, respectively [35]. From the 
propagation measurement at residential urban environment in Brighton Beach, Brooklyn where 
transmitter antenna was mounted on top of a 95m apartment, receiver antenna height varied from 
3 to 11.3m AGL, and multi-story apartments and 3-story or lower houses were present in the 
link, Seidel et al found building blockage a major impairment. Strong received signals were 
detected when there were direct LOS links. Sufficient signal coverage depended on the ability to 
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provide LOS paths [6]. Anderson used a ray-tracing propagation model to investigate the 
dispersive nature of the transmission channel in a typical urban environment in downtown 
Eugene, Oregon. He characterized the channel dispersion by RMS delay spread and coherence 
bandwidth. Higher antenna directionality could reduce receiver’s channel dispersion effectively. 
Moreover, proper use of stable reflection paths could help to achieve coverage to NLOS 
locations [38]. Elrefaie and Shakouri conducted propagation measurements at suburban 
Northglenn, CO, San Jose and Fremont, CA to characterize coverage with various cell size, hub 
antenna position and height, and nature of the measurement sites. In suburban most transmission 
was “near” LOS with possible obstructions such as tall trees. The largest cell-size of the three 
locations is located 2km away from suburban San Jose.  Using 80ft antenna height, there could 
accomplish 80% of the coverage [40].   
 

 
Figure 10: CCDF curves of RMS delay spread for various channel types [35]. 

 

 Foliage/vegetation presence in the LMDS radio channel could attenuate the signal 
strength. Kajiwara investigated wet foliage attenuation as a function of azimuthal direction using 
summer plane and ginkgo characteristics at 29.5GHz. Results showed significant attenuation by 
foliage obstructing LOS paths and the logarithmic attenuation level likely fit Rician distribution 
where K-factor probably depended on leaf size, the total area of leaves, and humid climate. Wind 
blowing caused foliage swaying and resulted in significant channel fading. The fading depth 
depended on wind direction and velocity, tree species, foliage density, humid climate and 
complicated leaf structure [37]. Polo and Marti studied scattering impact of vegetation in Spain. 
The channel was statistically modeled using Smirnov-Kolmogorov test. Results showed a single 
tree canopy-induced scattering causing 19 to 26dB attenuation depending on the transmitted 
signal polarization as well as received antenna beamwidth. Although the LOS link was 
obstructed by a single tree, a high signal variability less than 10dB was still observed [39]. 
 

Propagation attenuation due to rain and various weather events were also investigated in 
Turkey at 26GHz [36] and in Virginia at 38GHz [41][42]. Uslu and Tekin modelled rainfall 
attenuation prediction recommended in ITU-R PN.838 and investigated the variation of channel 
obscured by rain attenuation in 7 cities representing typical climate of Turkey.  They concluded 
rainfall was the main component of the path loss for wireless communication systems which 
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operating above 10 GHz. It was rain drops which caused attenuation effects in signal like 
absorption and scattering. Some regions calculated as high as 3 dB rain attenuation. Rain 
attenuation depended on shape & size distribution of rain drops as well as on temperature, angle 
and velocity of rainfall, and rain rate [36]. Xu et al studied 38GHz wideband (200MHz RF 
bandwidth), short-hop mmWave point-to-multipoint radio links under various weather events to 
determine multipath and time varying channel behaviour. Measurement took place on 3 links 
across Virginia Polytech campus: a 605 m unobstructed LOS path, a 262 m obstructed path due 
to dense canopy of a large oak tree and a 262 m partially obstructed path due to nearby oak tree 
that would obstruct the LOS path during windy conditions. Results showed following trends and 
conclusions referring to the summary as Table 3. Multipath could occur due to the foliage and 
reflection from wet surfaces during rain. Multipath was observed in unobstructed LOS links 
during rain but not during clear weather. Measured rain attenuation exceeded Crane model 
prediction by several dB. Specular reflection could increase by as much as 6.8dB when the 
surface was wet. Attenuation measurement showed 17dB attenuation through dense canopy of an 
oak tree, and 25.5dB thru a double-pane, tempered, and tinted window glass. A novel prediction 
technique was presented that applied canonical antenna patterns and site specific info to estimate 
worst case multipath channel characteristics including relative power, TOA, AOA of each 
multipath component. New metrics, excess delay zone and relative power zone were defined and 
contour plots are developed to determine potential reflectors from an area site map [41][42]. 

 
 
 

Table 3: Summary of multipath occurrence and maximum observed multipath level at 38GHz 
wideband point-to-multipoint channels under different weather events [41]. 
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4 MICROCELL MEASUREMENT AND MODELS  

4.1 Overview 
Macrocells covering ranges of several kilometres inevitably leave coverage gaps/holes and 

can be overloaded by data traffic especially during peak hours. Microcell system with smaller 
cell sizes is an attractive solution to improve the coverage and capacity for future 5G cellular 
communication system. It accommodates more subscribers in a service area with frequency reuse 
over short distances. It also allows access by low-power portables and cheaper infrastructure. 
Today microcells are extensively used in IS-95, OCS, DCS, GSM, DECT, etc. These microcells 
are mainly tested in urban area with dense concentration of cellular mobile users, where strong 
multipath propagation is present [10][11]. Future 5G mm-wave cellular communication systems 
will also likely apply microcell configuration with a measured achievable 200m cell radius from 
the outage study in Austin, Texas and New York [1][12][13].  

 
           

 
Figure 11: Outage study at University of Texas at Austin, transmitter at a) ENS, b) WRW[12] 
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Figure 12: Outage study at Manhattan New York [13]. 

 

Microcell propagation differed from macrocell significantly with milder propagation 
characteristics due to shorter cell coverage plus lower transmitted power and lower antenna 
height [10]. A microcell base station antenna is typically between 3 to 6m above ground level 
(AGL) which is about the same height as a street lamppost. In some cases, antennas are mounted 
at a similar height on the side of a building but usually below the rooftops of surrounding 
buildings as shown in Figure 13. Coverage range and shape depend mostly on specific locations 
and electrical characteristics of surrounding buildings [3][10][11][14]. Microcell propagation 
mechanisms are mainly free space propagation, multiple reflection and scattering within the 
cell’s desired coverage area. At lower frequencies, diffraction over rooftops and around building 
edges are crucial when determining interference between co-channel cells [14]. The multipath 
delay spread and shallow fading are smaller compared to macrocell, indicating a feasible 
broadband signal transmission without excessive counter-measure techniques required for 
multipath fading [10]. COST 231 developed microcell propagation models based on theoretical 
and empirical approaches, proposing ray optical methods with simplified analytical solutions or 
pure ray tracing simulation. Two- and three-dimensional prediction models are classified 
according to base station antenna heights. Table 4 provides a summary of these prediction 
models [3]. 
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Figure 13: Examples of applicable antenna locations for microcell deployment [15]. 

Table 4: An overview of small- and microcell prediction models [3]. 

 
 
In [89] [90], Heath et al studied full system (multi-cell, multi base stations) coverage and 

capacity of mmWave cellular channels focusing on its limited scattering nature and narrow 
beamforming of linearly steerable antenna arrays, i.e., highly directional MIMO transmission. 
The transmitter and receiver of the mmWave systems employed large arrays to ensure enough 
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array gain to provide high data rate communication. The cellular network model applied 
stochastic geometry (capable of obtaining closed form solutions for available coverage 
probability) for mmWave cellular analysis, in which base stations were distributed as an 
independent two-dimensional homogenous Poisson point process (PPP) and buildings were 
modelled by the random shape theory as rectangle Boolean scheme. Number of points was a 
Poisson random variable with mean λS, and each point was assigned an independent and 
identically distributed (i.i.d) random variable forming a marked PPP. The advantage of PPP is 
that it is the simplest point process, and useful results such as Campbell's Theorem and 
Displacement Theorem can apply. 

 

 
Figure 14: mmWave model proposed by Heath et al [89]. 

Figure 14 portrays Heath et al’s proposed full system channel simulation model [89]. This 
model considered both LOS and NLOS links where penetration and reflections, respectively, 
were prime propagation behaviours. Diffraction and generally small scale fading were neglected 
since these parameters were usually minor at mmWave frequencies. The LOS link probability 
was calculated according to the building model where number of blockages on the path was also 
a Poisson random variable. This resulted in the probability of a clear LOS without any blockage 
to be. The system parameters consisted of different path loss models in dB for LOS and NLOS 
links, respectively, PL1=C+20logR(m) and PL2=C+K+40logR(m), where C=50dB and K=10dB 
for 28GHz system. The link budget specified transmitter antenna input power of 30dBm, a signal 
bandwidth of 500MHz and a noise figure of 5dB.  

 
The coverage probability was analyzed by base stations through examining the 

complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of SINR, P[SINR>T]; the probability 
that a randomly chosen user in the cell had an instantaneous threshold SINR greater than some 
target T. For single user systems in which each base station served only one user per cell, the 
only source of interference came from inter-cell interference. In multi-user systems, intra-cell 
interference was present as well as inter-cell interference. From simulation results, performance 
of mmWave systems was compared to microwave systems and the following trends were 
observed: 1) Large arrays resulted in better coverage probability (referring to Figure 15). 2) 
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Higher density increased coverage probability (referring to Figure 16). 3) Coverage probability 
differed in LOS and NLOS (referring to Figure 17). 4) Reflections improved coverage 
probability especially in shadowed areas (referring to Figure 18). 5) Coverage probability of 
mmWave system was comparable to microwave system. In other words, both systems could 
accomplish comparable spectral efficiency. However, mmWave has much broader available 
bandwidth of 1GHz compared to present cellular systems transmissions bandwidth of 20MHz, 
resulting in a much higher average per-user rate in mmWave systems, as shown in the cell 
throughput comparison in Figure 19 [89].  

 

 
Figure 15: Coverage gain from large antenna arrays; mobile user 16 antennas, BS density 200m, 
buildings cover 5% of land area, and average building size was 15m by 15m [89]. 

 
Figure 16: Coverage gain from higher density; 32 BS antennas, and propagation blockages 
cover 10% of land area [89]. 
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Figure 17: LOS & NLOS Path Loss; 32 BS antennas, propagation blockages covers 10% of land 
area, and BS density was 100m [89]. 

 

 
Figure 18: Reflections improve coverage; 128 BS antennas, blockages cover 30% land area 
representing heavy shadowing scenario, and BS density was 200m [89]. 
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Figure 19: Cell throughput comparisons; mmWave can support much higher data rate [89]. 

 

4.2 6~20 GHz Frequency Bands 
Use cases:  
 For mmWave frequency range of 6 to 20 GHz, outdoor microcell propagation 
measurement originated in the early 1990s throughout mid-2000s for future broadband mobile 
communications. This section presents five articles representing propagation characteristics in 
typical urban (Boston, MA, Yokohoma and Kuramae and Chiyoda, Japan, Tokyo, Japan, Denver, 
CO, New York City, NY) [45-49], suburban (Boston, MA, R.ed Bank, NY)[45][49] and rural 
(Mariboro and Sandy Hook, NY) [49] environments that includes both LOS and NLOS paths 
with transmitter and receiver separation distance ranging from 100m [46] up to 1.5km [48]. In 
fact, all five papers covered urban areas with density of building and mobile users, while only 
two papers covered suburban and one paper covered rural area. The main target of microcell 
deployment in most papers is to enhance coverage and capacity in the urban scenario as 
discussed in section 3.1. A typical downtown urban city such as New York or Tokyo has tall 
buildings lining the streets, extending in length to an entire city block, forming a “street canyon” 
character [47][49]. Four of these papers examined street level propagation [46-49]. In 
[46][48][49] receiver antennas were mounted on vehicles roof approximately 2~3m AGL height, 
driven along the roads around the transmitter base station antennas. Transmitter antennas height 
varied in each article— in [48] the transmitter was mounted on a vehicle, whereas in [45] the 
transmitter height was below the surrounding buildings’ rooftop. In [46], the transmitter base 
station antenna was on a steel tower of 80m and 117m tall and on a building rooftop of 35m and 
38m tall. In [47] the transmitter base station height was 40m while the average surrounding 
buildings had a height of around 20m. In [49] the transmitter antenna was placed at the side of 
the street about 9m AGL simulating lamp posts or utility pole mountings.  The common 
measurement parameter in all these papers was path loss [45-47] or received power level 
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[48][49]. In [47], AOA and TOA of multipath components were studied for various transmitter 
and receiver antennas pointing angles. In [48], the channel impulse response was recorded for 
fading characteristics and the bit-error-rate (BER) data indicated channel performance. RMS 
delay spread was estimated using a six-ray model in [49] to facilitate the offering of higher 
digital signaling rates and wider bandwidth. Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the geometry for ray-
tracing in both the urban and rural areas. 

 
Figure 20: Street geometry ray-tracing with reflection and diffraction in urban NLOS 
environment [45]. 

 
Figure 21: Ray-tracing geometry in a) Urban area: 6-ray model, b) Rural area: 2-ray model 
[49]. 
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Measurement results:  
 
 Erceg et al from AT&T Bell Lab predicted the spatial average of signal strength in typical 
rectilinear street environment using ray theory and uniform geometrical theory of diffraction 
(UTD) [45]. Path loss data was collected in Boston, MA at 6GHz and compared to theoretical 
model. It was found that Sum-of-Individual -Ray-Powers method should be used.  In [46], Kitao 
and Ichitsubo proposed a path loss prediction formula for an urban microcell based on multiple 
regression analysis of the measured path loss as a function of frequency (up to 8.45GHz), 
distance and BS height in 3 Japanese cities which included Yokohama, Kuramae and Chiyoda. 
Their proposed prediction formula and applicable range is present on Table 5 [46].  
 

Table 5: Proposed path loss prediction and its applicable range 

 
 In [47], Oda et al from NTT DoCoMO Inc proposed geometrically based propagation 
model for an urban mobile environment establishing a relationship between AOA and TOA of 
multipath components at 5.2 GHz (with measured bandwidth set to 100MHz) in Tokyo, Japan. 
Most previous models were based on circular or elliptic reflective areas which were applied more 
for suburban areas. A more realistic model was established by using propagation characteristics 
of a street-microcell around the mobile station receiver antenna. The angle distribution of 
multipath components was simulated simply by using the approximate path loss models. The 
geometry of the proposed model is shown in Figure 22.  
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Figure 22: Geometry of proposed geometrically based propagation model for an urban mobile 
environment [47]. 

Another urban street level propagation measurement on point-to-point transmission was 
carried out in downtown Denver, CO by Violette et al [48]. Two narrowband and broadband 
operating systems covering various frequencies including 9.6 and 11.4 GHz were used to 
determine characteristics of signals propagated through, around, and reflected from 4 buildings 
and other common urban structures in NLOS and LOS paths. Collected data parameters included 
receiver power, CIR with 1ns or smaller resolution, and BER at 500Mbps pseudorandom binary 
sequence (PRBS) transmission rate. These parameters were recorded as functions of path length, 
antenna height, antenna polarization, and antenna bandwidth. Table 6 summarized received 
power levels under different scenarios. For NLOS paths, we see signal attenuation over 100dB. 
Propagation loss depended on the material of path obstruction. The attenuation was small for 
clear glass walls, but once the glass wall had metalized coating to prevent ultraviolet or infrared 
radiation it increased by 25 to 50dB per coating layer. No signals were detected through steel 
reinforced concrete or brick buildings in most cases, unless a single or double edge diffraction 
mode from a roof was used, with a resulting coherent bandwidth tens of MHz based on the 
received signal delay spread. System gain and coherent bandwidth improved with directional 
antenna of narrower beamwidths. For LOS street level channel, reflection is a major propagation 
mechanism due to confined surroundings and presence of many obstructions and scatter objects 
with flat surfaces including buildings, roadways, sign, cars, trucks, etc in urban cities. Reflection 
coefficient of building walls at normal incidence was measured to be equal or smaller than -0.2, 
and reduced to near -1 at very shallow angle of incidence. Multipath signals reflected from street 
surfaces generated over 30dB of fades even when using directional antenna with narrow 
beamwidth of 2.3° positioned 2 to 3m AGL. The delay time difference was always smaller than 
1ns due to narrow angle between the street reflection path and direct LOS path. Such low 
multipath signal delay times translated to low channel distortion and large available bandwidth 
greater than 500MHz, which would be very favourable for 5G application. Measurement results 
from Denver suggested a rule of thumb that the antenna 3dB beamwidth be twice the expected 
antenna pointing error for near optimum channel performance of an urban street level channel 
operating with highly directional antennas. Less directional antennas with wider beamwidths of 
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30° were also used in this campaign. This caused the delay time difference to increase up 10ns, 
supporting a narrower bandwidth of about 10MHz [48].  

 

Table 6: Received power levels under different obstructed paths in Denver, CO [48]. 

 
 
 Propagation measurement at rural (Mariboro and Sandy Hook, NJ), suburban (Red Bank, 
NJ), and urban (New York City) environments for LOS mobile and personal communications at 
11GHz was conducted by Urstako et al from AT&T Bell Lab [49]. Mean received power was 
measured and RMS delay spread was estimated based on “dielectric canyon” model composed of 
the road and some of the wall reflected rays. They found that propagation was dominated by 
interference between the direct LOS ray and a specular roadway-reflected ray in rural LOS 
microcell environments. For suburban environment, they observed the mean received power 

decayed with distance from the base station slower than   , where r denotes the distance. 
This finding was consistent with rural and urban environments.  Measurement results supported 
the two-ray model as Figure 21 b) for approximation of the basic propagation characteristics. For 
urban areas, when using omnidirectional antennas, the RMS delay spread was smaller than 20ns 
obtained from a six-ray model as Figure 21 a), but was lowered to less than 5ns when the 
receiver used a directional horn of 20dBi gain. In [48], the low RMS delay spread would 
facilitate relatively high digital signaling rates and offer wider bandwidth services for 5G 
communications.   
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4.3 28~38GHz Frequency Bands 
 
Use cases:  
 Most mmWave propagation measurements in this frequency range of 28 to 38GHz for 
future 5G broadband cellular communication networks were very recent. One advantage of 28 
GHz and 38GHz mmWave bands is that atmospheric absorption is not as severe as higher bands 
such as 60GHz [13], and each are allocated with over 1GHz of bandwidth available currently [1], 
so 28GHz and 38GHz bands are ideal for outdoor mobile communication networks. These bands 
were originally allocated for LMDS application in the late 1990s, and could be issued licensees 
for mobile cellular and backhaul networks in the future [6].This section discusses about sixteen 
articles characterizing propagation of mmWave channels, majority of which were published after 
2010 and focused on urban environments with LOS, partially obstructed LOS, and NLOS 
links—eight papers on 28GHz band [13][52-54][56-59], five papers on 38GHz band [12][60-63], 
and three papers on both bands [1][55][64].  

 
Measurement campaigns taken at 28GHz band were conducted in New York City in 2012 

by Polytechnic Institute of New York University [1][13][52-55][58], India [56], Denver (at 
multiple frequencies as already described in section 3.2) [48], and Samsung Telecommunications 
America [64]. Measurement campaigns at 38GHz occurred at Austin, Texas by University of 
Texas at Austin [1][12][60-62], China [63], Denver (at multiple frequencies as already described 
in section 3.2) [48], and Samsung Telecommunications America [64]. These measurement 
campaigns were intended for gaining insight on propagation characteristics for the design of 
future mmWave cellular systems by collecting, estimating and analyzing data parameters in 
teRMS as PL, CIR/PDP, AOA, AOD, RMS delay spread, frequency correlation functions (FCF), 
cell coverage area, rain attenuation, channel capacity, building penetration and reflectivity, etc.  

 
 Figure 23 portrays the 28 GHz measurement environment in New York City, which 
represents a typical urban area including parks, commercial districts, and general university areas 
with high rise buildings, dense pedestrian and vehicular traffic [13] [52]. New York City will be 
a likely city for initial deployments of mmWave cellular systems because of high user density. 
The urban canyon environment with difficulty in establishing LOS links is a key concern for 
mmWave cellular [58].  One transmitter and 11 receiver measurement locations selected at NYU-
Poly campus in Brooklyn with channel range of 75 to 125m. Three transmitters (two on a 
building rooftop 7m AGL and one on a 5-story building balcony 17m AGL) and 25 receiver (the 
same set for each transmitter location) locations were selected randomly based on AC power 
availability in NYU campus in Manhattan with channel range of 19m to 425m, emulating 5G 
cellular base stations deployment with relatively short ranges and low heights [1][13].  At all 
Brooklyn test locations, the receiver antenna moved automatically on a linear track of 107mm 
(10 wavelengths) in increments of 5.35mm (half wavelength) to analyze small scale fading. 
PDPs were capture using a 400Mcps sliding correlator channel sounder while a full circular 
antenna sweep in the azimuth plane was performed at each track position in steps of the 
beamwidth of the antenna, in this case either 10° for a 24.5dBi narrow-beam horn or 30° for a 
15dBi wide-beam horn, for AOD and AOA analysis to investigate beamforming at the base 
station which would significantly increase signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at the targeting 
mobile receiver [52][54]. For all remaining test locations large scale propagation characteristics 
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were observed using 24.5dBi narrow-beam horn antennas at three transmitter azimuth angles (-
5°, 0°, and +5° from boresight to receiver) and three receiver elevation angels (-20°, 0°, and 
+20°).  For each antenna pointing angles, the receiver antenna also swept fully in 10° steps in the 
azimuth plane. Both horizontal and vertical antenna polarization was measured for cross 
polarization measurement at all Brooklyn receiver locations. A reflectivity and building 
penetration measurement was also performed on NYU campus, the setup is shown in Figure 24. 
It will be covered in detail in section 4.3.  
 

 
Figure 23: 28GHz cellular measurement locations in Manhattan near NYU campus [52]. 

 
Figure 24: 28GHz building reflection and penetration measurement for common outdoor 
building materials on NYU campus [17]. 

Multipath fading was investigated by a multiray propagation model referring to Figure 25 in an 
urban microcell in India by Joshi and Sancheti [56]. The microcell network range was 100-500m 
along street blocks surrounded by multi-story high rise buildings, and base station transceivers 
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antennas were mounted on lampposts or telegraph poles at height much lower than surrounding 
building roofs as a typical microcell configuration. Rajagopal and Abu-Surra from Samsung 
Telecommunications America performed penetration and reflection measurements of different 
water and metal objects at 28, 40, and 60GHz with setup shown as Figure 26. A 60GHz test kit 
from SiBeam was used, and the TX and RX beams from the adaptive antenna arrays were locked 
to ensure no beam adaption in the penetration measurements and that the signal travels through 
the water before the RX captured it. They also conducted outdoor LOS and NLOS AOA 
measurements to study the impact of horn antenna half-power beamwidth (HFBW) and elevation 
and azimuth angles on the received power. The setup of a LOS channel is displayed in Figure 27. 
The data were collected manually and only had a few sample points, due to equipment limitation. 
They were developing an automated measurement tool in 2012 to collect and process more data 
over the entire elevation and azimuth plane at TX and RX over wider distance range to fully 
characterize the channel feasibility. They also plan to capture other essential information, 
including PDPs and delay spread, for outdoor NLOS channel model, which haven’t been done 
due to equipment limitation. This is a gap we could potentially fill up [64]. 
 

 
Figure 25: Urban microcell street configuration in India[56] 
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Figure 26: Reflection and penetration measurement setup in Dallas [64]. 

 

 
Figure 27: Outdoor LOS measurement setup in Dallas [64]. 

 38 GHz measurement campaign in Austin, Texas using a broadband sliding correlator 
channel sounder with 800MHz RF passband bandwidth characterized propagation in teRMS of 
AOA, PL, and time delay spread [60-62]. Adaptive-beam antennas of different gains and beam 
widths were used at various transmitter and receiver locations which were selected to represent 
typical urban environments including residential area with foliage obstruction, stadium, art 
school, parking lot, and  Deen Keeton Ave—a busy 4-lane street. Figure 28 and Figure 29 both 
show the measurement locations and physical environment of the cellular channel 29-930m in 
length. There were various foliage densities and links where thin to thick density 
foliage/vegetation caused scattering. Transmitter BS antennas were placed at 1.5m-tripod on four 
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rooftop of 5-8 stories buildings of height 8-36m AGL, and receiver antennas were at ground 
level, representing  typical 5G cellular BS deployment [60].  For peer-to-peer channel 
measurements, one transmitter and ten receiver locations were selected. The receiver antenna 
was located around a pedestrian walkway area surrounded by buildings of 1-12 stories. Typical 
urban reflectors and scatters such as automobiles, thin foliage, tree trunks, brick and aluminium-
sided buildings, lampposts, signs, handrails, etc, were present [62]. Table 6 lists all TX BS and 
RX MS heights in NYC and Austin, Texas [55]. 
 

Table 7: TX locations and corresponding BS and MS heights in NYC and Austin[55]. 

 
 

Outage studies were carried out at 28 GHz in Manhattan, New York [13] and at 38 GHz 
in Austin, Texas [12] to determine the coverage potential of base stations in realistic 
environments to support future outdoor mobile mmWave cellular-type applications. Test 
locations in Austin are shown in Figure 28 and surrounding environments as Figure 29. At each 
of the two transmitter sites, the antenna was placed on a 1.5-m tripod at the rooftop of buildings 
18 and 36m in height, positioned in the middle of each roof’s western edge to avoid shadowing 
by the roof directly in front of the antenna. This also imitated a typical microcell deployment of 
sector-antenna installation where BS antennas were mounted on a multistory building’s edge or 
external wall as opposed to on a tall mast used in older macrocell towers. This microcell 
deployment permitted dense BS deployments in urban areas and used surrounding buildings to 
reduce inter-cell interference (ICI) through containing the coverage in specific sectors [12]. To 
analyze signal absorption by rain, this section also talks about an article of rain specific 
attenuation measured in a short-range 35GHz mmWave channel in China by Zhao and Li [63]. 
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Figure 28: 38GHz measurement locations on University of Texas at Austin campus [60]. 

 
Figure 29: 38GHz Transmitter BS antenna looking toward surrounding environments on 
University of Texas at Austin campus [60]. 

Measurement results:       
 
 Building penetration loss is one of the major impairments for outdoor mmWave 
communications, especially concerned when trying to reach indoor mobile users. 28GHz 
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building reflection and penetration measurement results in New York City showed that reflection 
coefficients for outdoor materials were generally higher than indoor ones, particularly 0.896 for 
tinted glass at 10° incidence angle, 0.815 for concrete at 10° incidence and 0.623 at 45° 
incidence. Outdoor materials caused higher penetration loss than indoor ones, particularly 
40.1dB loss for tinted glass and 28.3dB loss for brick. The highly reflective and attenuative 
nature of thick and dense external building materials makes outdoor-to-indoor propagation rather 
difficult, but enhances outdoor-to-outdoor signal coverage and support a larger range of AOAs to 
achieve NLOS links by multiple reflections from vertical walls, roadsides, and rooftops in an 
urban city.  Outdoor-and-indoor interference could also be reduced, thus enabling effective 
frequency. More details will be presented in section 4 [17]. Penetration and reflectivity 
measurement results at 28 and 40 GHz in Dallas are shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31, and 
demonstrated similar trends—at such high frequencies water and metal objects were hard to 
penetrate, but substantially reflective thus enabling signal coverage through NLOS reflections 
[64].  
 

 
Figure 30: Penetration loss of different objects at 28 and 40GHz in Dallas [64]. 
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Figure 31: Reflectivity of different materials at a) 28GHz b) 38GHz in Dallas [64]. 

 The highly reflective nature of outdoor materials resulted in PDPs showing numerous 
multipath components with large excess delay at both LOS and NLOS transmission at 28GHz in 
New York City. Particularly 753.5ns excess delay in a LOS link 52m in length (referring to 
Figure 32a), and 1388.4ns in a NLOS link 423m in length (referring to Figure 32b). The 
multipath delay spread was much larger in heavy urban New York City than in light urban 
Austin, TX. In a LOS link shorter than 200m in New York City there were on average 7.2 
resolvable multipath components (RMC) with standard deviation of 2.2, whereas in a NLOS link 
shorter than 100m there were on average 6.8 RMC with also standard deviation of 2.2, as shown 
in Figure 33[1][13].   
 

 
Figure 32: The largest observed multipath at 28GHz in a a) LOS b) NLOS link in New York City 
[13]. 
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Figure 33: Average number of resolvable multipath components per TX-RX link as a function of 
distance at 28GHz in LOS and NLOS environments in New York City [13]. 

Path loss over long distance is another crucial impairment of outdoor mmWave 
propagation. With is a big concern for future 5G microcell BS deployment there have been many 
measurements for large scale propagation models at 28 and 38GHz [12][13][53][55][58-
60][62][64]. Indeed, path loss models are one of the most commonly developed models for 
outdoor mmWave communication networks. Generally, a linear relationship with logarithmic 
distance is applied to model path loss in dB relative to the transmitted power as equation 1[55]:  

  (1)  
where  denotes the logarithmic average path loss over all distances, α refers to the 
floating intercept in dB,  represents the slope or the mean path loss exponent (PLE), and d is 
the distance. Figure 34 a), b), and c) present measured path loss empirical plots and least-square 
fit regression line at 28 in NYC and 38GHz in Austin. [55].  
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Figure 34: Measured path loss as a function of TX-RX separation distance at a) 28GHz (top) ,b) 
38GHz using 25dBi TX and 13.3dBi RX antennas (middle), c) 38 GHz using 25dBi TX and RX 
antennas (bottom) . 
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In the figure above, blue circles and red crosses denote path loss values extracted from PDPs, 
whereas coloured dashed lines denote least-square fit regression lines for various BS heights.   
represents the slope and standard deviation σ is the shadow fading factors [55].  
  

Table 8 summarizes floating intercept path loss models developed by measurements at 
28GHz in NYC and at 38GHz in Austin under NLOS paths between 30 and 200m in length. 
Using the floating intercept, the shadow factors are determined from the models. Key path loss 
parameters of these floating intercept models are compared to those of a widely used 5m close-in 
reference distance models, shown in Table 9. The result showed that floating intercept models 
had lower shadow factors and lower PLE which would be more suitable for 5G mmWave 
standards for urban microcell environments. The calculated PLEs for Austin was lower than New 
York City, because measurement data set collected in Austin was much smaller, and its 
environment was much less scatter-rich compared to New York City. Moreover, this model 
recommends that in order to compensate for increasing path loss due to increasing frequency 
from current 4G LTE to future 5G mmWave communications, mobile devices could deploy 
antennas with higher gains [55]. Figure 35 shows the received power level at 28 GHz for LOS 
links 100m or shorter in length in Dallas with the estimated path loss. The path loss exponent 
was calculated to 1.89, slightly better than free space case, probably due to additional power 
contributed from ground reflections [64]. 
Table 8: 28 and 38GHz path loss models developed from measured data in New York City and 
Austin, respectively [55]. 

 
Table 9: Comparison of key 28 and 38GHz path loss parameters in 5m reference distance models 
and floating intercept models developed from measured data in New York City and Austin, 
respectively [55]. 
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Figure 35: Path loss exponents for outdoor propagation measurement at 28GHz in Dallas [64]. 

 Figure 16 in section 3.1 displays all Manhattan coverage cells of different sectors 
according to TX locations from NYU’s outage study at 28GHz. All covered links where signals 
could be acquired by the RX were within 200m radius from the TX. Indeed, most 28GHz links 
within 200m TX-RX separation could detect a signal at the RX site, and for some of these cases, 
the signal could not be acquired by the hardware due to insufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
Of all measurement locations in Manhattan, outages took place at 57% of them because of 
obstruction, and most outages happened at TX-RX separation longer than 200m. Figure 36 
shows the relationship between maximum coverage distance and the combined TX-RX antenna 
gain of various PLEs. This plot shows maximum coverage distance increases while the combined 
antenna increases and PLE decreases [1].  
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Figure 36: Maximum coverage distance vs. combined TX-RX antenna gain at 28GHz in New 
York City, with 119dB maximum path loss dynamic range 10 dB SNR without antenna gains, as a 
function of PLE n [1]. 

Table 10 shows outage statistics from the 38GHz outage study in Austin at two different 
transmitter locations along with 53 random RX locations. It was found that lower transmitter 
ENS height supported better coverage over shorter distances, and the higher transmitter WRW 
height provided a larger coverage range. Reflected and diffracted signals enhanced the coverage 
for obstructed links. Reflection offered 17dB or higher signal power than diffraction, confirming 
that the propagation mechanism at mmWave was reflection as stated in the Introduction section. 
The higher transmitter location at WRW had fewer outages above 200m range because of the 
diffraction around the lower buildings in the surroundings [12]. 

 

Table 10: Outage statistics for two TX locations at 38GHz in Austin [12]. 

Transmitter Location Building Height % Outage for 
PL<160dB 

% Outage for 
PL<150dB 

TX1: ENS Building 36m 18.9% all, 0%<200m 52.8% all, 27.3% 
<200m 

TX2: WRW Building 18m 39.6% all, 0%<200m 52.8% all, 10% 
<200m 

 
 Akdeniz et al evaluated capacity of mmWave picocellular system by using channel 
models based on urban NLOS PL data at 28GHz in NYC. They found mmWave system could 
improve overall cell capacity by 15 times compared with current LTE systems, even by using a 
worst-case model where all users experience NLOS connections. Most of the improvement was 
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contributed from wider operating bandwidth of 1GHz at 28GHz, 25 times increase over current 
LTE’s 20+20MHz. The 5% cell edge rate for mmWave was only 5 times higher than current LTE 
system though, indicating mmWave systems were limited by NLOS propagation significantly, 
and that edge of cell users became power-limited and were unable to exploit the increased 
bandwidth spectrum [53].  
 

Table 11: mmWave and LTE cell capacity and cell edge rate comparison assuming 20% 
overhead and 50% UL-DL duty cycle at the mmWave system [53]. 

System antenna BW & Duplex Fc(GHz) Cell capacity 
(Mbps) 

5% Cell edge rate 
(Mbps) 

mmWave 64x64 1 GHz TDD 28 780 (DL) 
850 (UL) 

8.22 (DL) 
11.3 (UL) 

LTE 2x2 DL, 2x4 
UL 

20+20 MHz 
FDD 

2.5 53.8 (DL) 
47.2 (UL) 

1.80 (DL) 
1.94 (UL) 

 
 Common wireless communication channel models include double-directional channel 
model and statistical spatial channel model. Double-directional model considers every possible 
direction of radio wave propagation between the base stations and mobile users for achieving 
optimum signal coverage, thus characterizing AOD from the transmitters and AOA at the 
receivers’ side. Figure 37 shows polar plots of 28 GHz of receiver power in NLOS environments 
along 4 linear antenna track positions by NYU [52]. PDPs were measured at each transmitter and 
receiver pointing angle, and receiver power as the area under the PDP was plotted. Lobes were 
defined as energy spread representing 2-D spatial direction of multipath.   

 
Figure 37: Polar plots of 28 GHz propagation along a 21-step linear track with λ/2 step sizes 
[52] 
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 Table 12 lists lobe statistics, the computation procedure, physical significance, and 
empirical distribution in Manhattan to ensure lobes were modeled consistently.   

Table 12: Summary of AOA and other statistics at 28GHz for all Manhattan RX locations [52]. 

 

 These spatial lobes of azimuthal distribution of multipath signals are important 
components of a statistical spatial channel model (SSCM) for cellular communications at 28GHz 
[52]. A 1st- order statistical spatial channel model considers either direction or delay, whereas a 
2nd-order mobile one models both temporal and spatial aspects, such as NYU’s. It also models 
multipath clusters, where each cluster represents a group of multipath components within one 
PDP for a specific antenna pointing angle. In other words, signal energy travelling closely 
together in spatial and temporal domain forms a cluster.  
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 Figure 41 represents a graphical double directional channel model, where the transmitter 
azimuth angle is the independent variable whereas the receiver azimuth angle is the dependent 
variable. Steerable 25-dBi horn antennas were used at the transmitter and receiver terminals. For 
each of the three angle increments (-30°, 0°, and +30°) rotated at the transmitter antenna, the 
receiver was rotated for a full 360° cycle to search for the link of maximum propagation energy 
[60].  
  

 
Figure 38: Double directional channel model and link count at 28 GHz [60]. 

           Figure 42 shows a typical double directional receiver power angular profile at 28 GHz by 
NYU [59], where color denotes the average receiver power of each angular offset and white 
areas were either not measured or power was too low to be detected. Only one out of 4-D angular 
domain was measured due to time constraint.  
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Figure 39: Double directional receiver power angular profile at 28 GHz [59] 

  

 Rain attenuation becomes a concern in mmWave because raindrops are about the same 
size as wavelengths in this frequency range, thus causing scattering of the wireless signal. Figure 
40 displays the attenuation per kilometre specifically contributed from rain across the mmWave 
spectrum, as a function of rain rate. Zhao and Li from China measured rain specific attenuation 
at short range 35GHz links and 103GHz (discussed in section 3.4) links at 230m and 390m in 
length, respectively. Table 13 summarizes rain attenuation statistics measured at 35GHz in 
teRMS of fade amplitude and duration. Figure 41 displays the measured rain attenuation 
distribution [63]. 
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Figure 40: Rain specific attenuation per kilometer at various frequencies as a function of rain 
rate [63]. 

Table 13: Measured rain attenuation statistics at 35GHz [63]. 

Percentage of time in fraction of unity during 
rain for which attenuation exceeds a (dB) 

a (dB) measured 230m -35 GHz link 

1.0 2.5 
0.3 10 
0.1 25 
0.03 28 
0.01 38 
0.003 48 
 

 
Figure 41: Measured rain attenuation distribution [63]. 
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4.4 60~94GHz Frequency Bands  
 
Use cases:  
 
 Publication in this frequency range of 60GHz and greater dated back in the 1990s [70] 
[72] onward, up to the current year [58][59]. Originally explored for European research project 
RACE Mobile Broadband System (MBS) [70], then later for cellular/mobile and peer-to-peer 
wireless networks [62][71], 60GHz band or greater has seemed to be an ideal solution for  
customers demand for higher data rates and smaller equipment dimensions [70].  Furthermore, 
there is much wider bandwidths available compared to present LTE cellular networks, resulting 
in significant capacity improvement [58][59]. The 60GHz has been suggested particular for 
urban microcellular scenarios employing lower-powered base stations with antennas raised by 
few meters AGL [72].The mmWave E-band ranges from 60~90 GHz, and is allocated for 
ultrahigh-capacity point-to-point communications globally [73]. This section introduces past 
research activities at 60GHz [62][64][70-72], 73GHz [58][59], 81~86GHz [73][74], and rain 
attenuation at 103GHz [63]. Propagation measurement took place mostly in LOS and NLOS 
urban environments including Dallas [64], seven different streets in downtown Oslo, Norway 
[70], University of Austin at Texas campus [62][71], New York City [58][59], four different 
cities in Finland[73][74], China [63], with one exception of suburban area in Spain [72]. 
Common collected data parameters, consist of received signal power or path loss 
[58][59][62][71][72], PDP [58][62][70][71][73][74], delay spread [62][70][71], penetration loss 
of water and metal objects [64], AOA/AOD for beamforming [58][59][71][73], and rain 
attenuation [63].  
  
 As in lower frequencies range, urban street canyon microcell configuration is a common 
scenario in past measurements [58][59][70][73][74]. Rangan et al chose New York City as 
measurement location since it represents the initial mmWave network deployment to target urban 
high user density. A key concern for mmWave as in other frequencies as well, is the difficulty to 
accomplish LOS paths in an urban canyon environment [58]. Kyro et al did propagation 
measurement in Erikinkatu Street located in downtown Helsinki, Finland shown in Figure 42. It 
was a straight street with a small slope at the TX, and the RX was 685m apart. Both TX and RX 
were mounted on 4m high masts [74]. Another street microcell configuration was done by 
Lovnes et al at 59GHz on seven streets with different dimensions, building architectures, and 
traffic situations in downtown Oslo. Trees were present along buildings in some of these streets, 
and in the middle of the lanes in one street, sometimes obstructing the LOS link. Stationary TX 
antenna heights ranged from 3.1~11m while the mobile RX antenna was constant 2.2m, as 
shown in Figure 43 [70]. Urban peer-to-peer wideband (1.9GHz RF pass band centered at 
59.4GHz carrier frequency providing a 1.3ns multipath time resolution that corresponded to a 
minimum detectable RMS delay spread smaller than 1ns) channel measurements were carried 
out by Ben-Dor et al in Austin [62][71]. The measurement areas for [62] (an outdoor open 
pedestrian walkway of 19~129m TX-RX distance, with TX and RX antennas both 1.5m AGL 
mimicking peer-to-peer ad-hoc network applications and simple two-way communications 
between terminals) and [71] (an outdoor courtyard surrounded by tall 6~10-storyed office 
buildings, with 17.8~117.8m TX-RX distance, and both TX and RX antennas 1.5m AGL) are 
displayed in Figure 44 and Figure 45 respectively. This peer-to-peer communication represented 
a typical use case of people holding mobile devices. The only suburban microcell propagation 
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environment took place at 62 GHz in Vigo by Hammoudeh et al in [72] under both LOS (RX 
moving 222m away from the TX along the center line of the street) and NLOS (RX moving 57m 
along a street crossing the main street perpendicularly), and the geometry of fixed TX base and 
mobile RX (driven at almost constant 4.47m/s speed) is as Figure 46. The signal envelope 
variation as a function of mobile position was recorded. The 10-dBi standard horn TX antenna 
height was 3.1m AGL, and placed 2.35m from the closet building surface at the end of a street 
horizontally. The omnidirectional RX antenna was mounted on top of a transit van 2.8 AGL. 
Multipath components AOA was measured with RX stationary at nine locations along the 
roadside closer to building A referring Figure 46. The RX antenna steered full 360° in the 
azimuth plane at each location. The experimental results were interpreted by a ray-tracing model 
(based on the image method and a deterministic 3-D high-frequency model for outdoor mobile 
radio scenarios) which considered reflections and diffractions (the user defined the order of 
rays). Building blocks’ had uniform reflecting surfaces and diffracting edges with specified 
geometry. Building fronts features such as windows, doors, etc were not modeled. The ground 
was also assumed a flat uniform reflecting surface. Diffraction from cars, lampposts, pedestrians 
or other objects were neglected [72].The ray-tracing software was not specified in the article, but 
ray-tracing model setup introduced here seems similar to Wireless Insite software which RSL 
runs ray-tracing simulation on. 
 

 
Figure 42: Street canyon scenario in downtown Helsinki at 81~86 GHz [74]. 
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Figure 43: Street measurement routes and setup in downtown Oslo at 59 GHz [70]. 
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Figure 44: Peer-to-peer measurement environment at 60GHz in a walkway on UT Austin campus 
[62]. 

 
Figure 45: Measurement environment at 60GHz in a courtyard on UT Austin campus with 
surrounding buildings, trees, light posts, and handrails [71]. 
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Figure 46: Geometry of LOS and NLOS propagation measurement routes at 62 GHz in Spain 
[72]. 

Measurement results:  
 Examining the measured path loss data as a function of TX-RX distance is important to 
assess mmWave systems in terms of cell coverage range. Figure 47 shows the scatter plot of 
omnidirectional path loss versus TX-RX distance with linear fit estimation done at 28 GHz and 
73GHz in New York City by Pangan et al [58]. We can see LOS path losses followed Friis’ law 
of free space propagation up to 100m, while Akdeniz et al modeled NLOS path loss by applying 
a standard linear fit with parameters shown in Table 14 [59]. It was also found, surprisingly, 
through reflections and scattering, mmWave signals were viable at distances of 100~200m TX-
RX separation potentially, even in totally NLOS settings. With modest beamforming 
presumptions, the capacity analysis implied at least an order of magnitude in capacity upgrade 
for mmWave systems over present LTE ones in for outdoor coverage [58].  
 

 
Figure 47: Path loss vs channel link distance at 28 and 73 GHz in New York City [58]. 
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Table 14: Proposed statistical large-scale oath loss model (reference 22 refers to our reference 1 
in this report) [59]. 

 

Table 15: mmWave and LTE cell capacity/edge rate comparison (reference 24 refers to our 
reference 75 in this report) [59]. 

 

 

 In [72] Hammoudeh et al represented the multipath propagation channel at 62GHz LOS 
and NLOS suburban microcell environment using a ray-tracing model. It was found reflections 
up to second order from building surfaces and the ground could represent the microcell 
propagation adequately, while the diffraction contribution to signal envelope could be neglected. 
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They acknowledged at UHF frequency (traditional cellular bands) microcell, diffraction 
contributed significantly to the receiver power level, but at mmWave bands like 62GHz, effect of 
diffraction mechanism could be neglected mobile scenarios, confirming RSL’s Wireless Insite 
simulation results introduced in section 1. The LOS measurements indicated multipath 
propagation was caused by direct component interacting with reflections from building surfaces 
primarily, when the antenna radiation pattern did not preclude them. Scattering and diffraction 
from lampposts and other objects contributed much less significantly to the receiver signal 
strength. For NLOS measurements, the mean signal level declined significantly and rapidly when 
the direct component was blocked by obstructions such as buildings, limiting coverage to the 
LOS area and a few meters within the shadow area, where single reflections from building 
surfaces contributed to the signal strength [72]. 

 

5 INDOOR AND BUILDING PENETRATION 

5.1 Overview 
This section covers indoor propagation environments including two scenarios: 1) both 

transmitter and receiver antennas are placed inside a building as shown in Figure 48. 2) the 
transmitter antenna is placed outdoor while the receiver antenna detects the signal in a building 
as shown in Figure 49. In this case, there is building penetration loss, and the analysis of 
penetration characteristics is a crucial research area.  
 

 
Figure 48: Indoor propagation scenario at the University of L’Aquila, Italy [16]. 
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Figure 49: Outdoor- to-indoor propagation scenario in a microcell deployment [15]. 

Indoor wireless communication is becoming more important in the growing demand of 
voice and data communication services within the workplace. Indoor propagation is further 
classified into transmitter and receiver antennas configuration, such as whether they are located 
in the same room or on the same floor, availability of LOS paths, number and nature of 
obstructing partitions, etc [10]. Measurements have been taken place in offices, laboratories, 
conference rooms, and etc to characterize parameters such as free-space path loss, penetration 
loss, and multipath propagation [44]. Similar to the outdoor environment, these parameters are 
also considered extensively for indoor coverage planning. Compared to outdoor propagation, 
indoor radio channels generally have shorter transmitter and receiver separation distance, and 
lower transmitter power; resulting in shorter delay of echoes and consequently a lower delay 
spread [3]. One interesting phenomenon is that the indoor received signal level is more 
fluctuating and harder to predict than the outdoor one [11]. Penetration loss through indoor 
obstructions depends on the number of layers of obstacles, their materials, as well as the distance 
between the transmitter and the receiver [17]. Cost 231 listed four groups of indoor propagation 
models: empirical narrow-band models, empirical wide-band models, models for time variations 
and deterministic models [3]. 

 
According to a recent statistics, 80% of total mobile traffic is contributed by the mobile 

users located inside buildings. Therefore, covering indoor users from outdoor cellular base 
stations is a major concern for most carriers. Building penetration loss is a big challenge in this 
propagation scenario [15]. A measurement campaign in and around buildings in New York has 
been done to measure reflection and penetration loss of common indoor and outdoor building 
materials. The results indicate outdoor-to-indoor penetration is difficult to achieve due to the 
highly reflective and lossy nature of common external building materials. Indoor-to-indoor and 
outdoor-to-outdoor propagation, on contrast, is more likely to be accomplished [17]. Two 
measurement campaigns in ultrahigh frequency (UHF) range in Liverpool both show that 
penetration loss decreased with increasing frequency[18][19]. 
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5.2 6~20 GHz Frequency Bands 
Use cases: 

 Residential and office communication plays an important role in people’s everyday lives. 
Thus, indoor and outdoor radio propagation has become more and more important. This section 
presents the measurements between 6-20 GHz, particularly in 5.2GHz and 5.8GHz, from several 
case studies. One of the main objectives is to measure the signal strength in the building as well 
as from outdoor to indoor environment. Measuring the path-loss, house shadowing loss and 
penetration loss are the focus points while signals penetrate through the obstacles between 
transmitters and receivers. Measurement campaigns in most case studies took place in working 
station, studying area and residence area. The path loss was detected and captured when the 
transmitter and receiver are in different positions. 

 

 

Figure 50: 6th floor of an office building and 3rd floor at a school [51]. 
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For indoor to indoor propagation, the most classic model is in school. The measurements take 
place in single floor in the building and separate the transmitter for several classes.  

With a diameter of 12.5m wide, 115m long and 6 stories high which is about 60m, the campaign 
collect average of received power was obtained by taking the median of 401 samples on a 
horizontal circle of about 0.5m diameter. [51].  

For the outdoor to indoor case, the campaigns were carried out in three different places, the 
homes of Rappaport, Woerner, and Tranter. Tree loss and penetration loss were measured in these 
three places. The transmitter antenna was placed 30-45 m from the house at a height of 5.5 m. 
Each measurement is taken 1 m distance apart and repeated calibrations of the hardware to 
measure the stability of the measurement system. [68] 

Measurement results: 

Measurement campaigns have picked various positions to test the frequency at 5.2GHz. There 
are two different test cases. One is on the 6th floor of an office building while the other test place 
is on the 3rd floor of a school. According to Figure 51, it is clear that the path loss in the office is 
8.7dB while it is 5.9dB in the school building [51]. 

 

Figure 51: Path loss versus distance from all same-floor measurements in the two buildings. 
Dashed lines are free space loss while solid lines are fitted models. [51] 
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Figure 52: Path loss vs. distance from office building measurement on the same floor [51] 

Besides to the general path loss, the campaigns have also more detailed measurements shown in 
the Figure 53. In a) is from corridor-corridor; b) one antenna was located in the doorway of a 
room and the other in the corridor; c) is from corridor to room and d) is from room to room [51]. 
Clearly, the standard deviation is 2.2dB to 2.7dB which is smaller than 4dB. On the other hand, 
the path loss in the cross floor case, it is about 30dB as the result shown below.  

 

Figure 53: Path loss vs distance for office environment for cross floor measurement [51] 

In addition to the results of indoor-to-indoor propagation, outdoor-to-indoor measurement results 
have also been presented.  
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Figure 54: Path loss vs distance for office environment for cross floor measurement [51] 

 

Figure 55: APL for all homes at 5.85GHz, using 5.5m Tx height [68] 
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Figure 56: Rule-OF-Thumb Attenuation Value [68] 

From Figure 54, the results show that the path loss exponent for the indoor locations are larger 
than for the outdoor locations due to additional penetrations loss into the home [68]. As the 
penetration distance increases, the penetration loss will increase [69]. Figure 55 has showed the 
aggregate penetration loss calculated in three homes. The Woerner home was about 8dB less than 
the other two homes. The Tranter home exhibited about 4dB more APL than the Rappaport 
home. Although both homes are brick homes the Tranter home has aluminum foil backed 
insulation around the entire exterior which caused more penetration loss. The linear average 
value is 16.3 dB. Building shadowing loss is another significant point that campaigns have taken 
into account. Figure 56 presents the path loss calculated and studied in front of and behind the 
single obstructions [68]. This figure also introduces a 10 -13 dB loss in excess of free space path 
loss caused by tree shadowing. The measurement result shows that it is easier to propagate 
underneath the canopy to ground level receivers [68].  

5.3 28~38GHz Frequency Bands 
Use cases 

 
Several indoor measurements have been done in this frequency band. In 28 GHz, several 

indoor-to-outdoor and outdoor-to-indoor measurements [17] were performed around NYU 
campus; and several indoor and outdoor-to-indoor measurements [50] were performed at Spain 
in the frequency of 38GHz. The measurements were mostly focused on the reflection power, 
penetration losses and power delay profile. These parameters will help the researchers to build 
the design and deployment of future mmWave communication networks [17].  For the 
measurement campaign performed in New York, 24.5 dBi steerable horn antennas were used for 
testing the penetration and reflection criteria. The setups of the measurement were shown in 
Figure 57 and Figure 58. 
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Figure 57: Setup for measuring reflected power 

 
Figure 58: Setup for measuring penetration loss 

  
     For the measurement campaign performed in Spain in 38 GHz, three groups of 

environments were tested to get the results for a variety of multipath situations [50]: two indoor 
environments, three outdoor environments and one outdoor-to-indoor environment.  The channel 
sounding systems used in the measurement campaign were shown in Figure 59. Both directional 
and omnidirectional antennas were applied in the measurement campaign.  
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Figure 59: a) Transmitter and b) receiver block diagrams of the channel sounding system [50] 

 
Measurement results 

 
Reflectivity and penetration losses were compared for different materials in the 

measurement campaign for 28 GHz range. The material tested included tinted glass, concrete, 
dry wall, brick, clear glass, and walls. The comparison of the reflectivity is shown in Table 16.  
 

Table 16: Comparison of reflectivity of different materials in NYU [17] 

 
 

These measurement results show that the outdoor building materials generally have a higher 
reflection coefficient compare to the indoor material; this is due to the outdoor building materials 
containing thick and dense metal layers [17]. The comparison of the penetration loss is shown in 
Table 17. 
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Table 17: Comparison of penetration loss for different materials in NYU [17]. 

 
  

It could be seen that the brick and tinted glasses typically have a higher penetration loss and 
walls and clear glasses have a lower penetration loss. These results suggest that the RF energy 
can be contained in intended areas with buildings, also reducing interference, but making 
building penetration more difficult [17]. The wall penetration loss in an office environment was 
also generated in the measurement campaign in NYU. The results are shown in Table 18. 
 

Table 18: Comparison of wall penetration losses in office environment in NYU [17] 

 
 
These results show that the penetration loss was depended on number of obstructions, TX-

RX distance, and surrounding environment. Moreover, the indoor-to-outdoor penetration will be 
quite difficult at 28 GHz, whereas indoor-to-indoor and outdoor-to-outdoor propagation is easily 
supported by the strong reflectivity of external building materials and low attenuation of indoor 
materials. 

For 38GHz, some indoor measurements were performed in Spain. 400 complex impulse 
responses (CIR) and some other parameters were collected and analyzed.  Figure 60 shows the 
magnitude of the set of 400 impulse response in an indoor scenario using the omnidirectional 
antenna at the receiver or the directive antennas at both ends. 
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Figure 60: Magnitude of the set of 400 impulse response for a) Omnidirectional antenna at the 
receiver b) Directive antennas at both ends [50] 

The ranges of time and frequency channel parameters were also collected in the measurement 
done in Spain. The results includes the values of mean delay (τmean), delay spread (τRMS), 
coherence bandwidth for 90% (CB0.9) and 50% (CB0.5). The results are shown in Table 19.  
 

Table 19: Range of time and frequency channel parameters for the measurement campaign in 
Spain [50] 

 
 

Some general results were also concluded during the measurement campaign in Spain. The τRMS 
could be influenced by the room dimensions, the reflectivity of the wall and the directivity or 
polarization of the antennas. Overall, the measurement campaigns results show good 
expectations for use of the 40GHz band to offer broadband services with high bit rates [50]. 
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5.4 60~94GHz Frequency Bands  
Use Cases 

In the frequency band 60 to 94 GHz, multiple measurement campaigns have taken place for the 
indoor environment. The measurements were mostly done in typical office environments such as 
indoor corridors or room penetration. Figure 61 provides a good representation of the typical 
setup for the room penetration measurement and Figure 62 provides the setup for corridors 
measurement. 
 

 
Figure 61: Typical setup for indoor measurement [66] 

 
Figure 62: Typical setup for indoor corridors measurement [65] 

 

Figure 61 indicated the measurement plan in Virginia Tech and Figure 62 indicated the 
measurement plan in Helsinki, Finland. There were also measurements performed in University 
of L’Aquila [16], Polytechnic Institute of New York University [67], etc. LOS and NLOS 
transmission were considered in all the cases, with the fixed transmitter and mobile receivers. 
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Power delay profile, power loss, angle of arrival and some other parameters were measured to 
investigate the propagation characteristics for indoor environment in this frequency band.  In 
these measurements, horn antennas were used that were placed with a height of approximately 
1.5m. The separation of the transmitter and the receivers for the indoor measurement are 
generally less than 15m with various obstacles in the transmission path. 

 
Measurement Results 

 
 Multiple sets of results were collected for various measurements. In the measurement campaign 
in Virginia Tech [66], 39600 power delay profiles, power loss, penetration loss, multipath delay 
spread were measured. The results collected are shown in Table 20. 

 

Table 20: Measurement results for 60 GHz in Virgin Tech [66] 

 
 

The location ID refers to the location picked in Figure 61. From the measurement campaign, it 
could be found that “at 60 GHz, propagation is more ray-like and the structure and composition 
of partition in the environment can have a significant impact on multipath delay spread.”[66]  

 
Similar indoor measurement also performed in Polytechnic Institute of New York University at 
73.5 GHz. [67] Penetration losses and  multiple delay spread were collected during the 
measurement campaign.  
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Table 21: Penetration loss measurement at 73.5 GHz in NYU [67] 

 
 

 
Figure 63: Multipath delay spread in different RX location at 73.5 GHz [67] 

 
From the table and figure above, one can observe that there is no definite relationship between 
the penetration loss and the distance of the TX and RX and the received power may vary greatly 
depends on the specific topography of the surrounding environment. [67] These results will be 
helpful to determine the design of the fifth generation indoor cellular system. 

 
There were also some measurements performed for the indoor corridors. Measurements result in 
60 GHz at Helsinki Finland [65] were collected and analysed for both LOS and NLOS 
transmission. The results and comparison for LOS and NLOS are shown in Figure 64 and Figure 
65 respectively. 
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Figure 64: LOS measurements results and LSE comparison in 60 GHz [65] 

 
Figure 65: NLOS measurement results and Empirical models comparison [65] 

 
From the comparisons above, for LOS, it could be seen that signal decay rate in the LOS corridor 
is less than the value in the free space. This shows that signals propagate like in free space and 
guided fashion in near and far zone [65]. For NLOS, the results show that the transmission loss 
through corridor walls is very high at 60 GHz. This also indicates that signals propagate in a 
guided fashion and diffraction is the dominant propagation phenomenon in the environment.  
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6 HUMAN PRESENCE 

6.1 Overview 
This section analyzes the effects of human presence in the path of a wireless mmWave 

channel, predominantly in indoor environments, with an exception of outdoor coverage analysis 
[30]. Temporal variations of fading and shadowing effects induced by human movement often 
dominate indoor short-range propagation environment. They are stronger with increasing 
frequency or mobile radio terminals [20]. Some past researchers have attempted to model 
temporal variations of the channels. The measured and analyzed parameters include amplitude 
distributions, level crossing rates, average duration of fades, power spectrum density, and 
temporal correlations [21]. A typical pedestrian-induced scattering effect in an indoor 
environment is shown in Figure 66 [22].  

 

 
Figure 66: An indoor propagation scenario with human presence [22]. 

 

Ray-tracing simulation technique is often applied to modeling the indoor propagation 
channel and studying the effects of human bodies’ wave obstruction—reflection, diffraction, and 
transmission. Human bodies are often modeled as a perfect conducting circular cylinder 
[20][22~29]. Figure 67 is a proposed model for human-induced shadowing effects [26]. Some 
measurement campaigns did use real people for natural human motion [21][31~33]. The factors 
such as the number of people, their actions and locations can have a large influence on the test 
results. For example, in [32] the “human activity” was defined by number of people present at a 
given time in the vicinity of the antennas. They might be sitting or moving around the table, 
coming in or going out of their laboratory.  
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Figure 67: A ray-tracing model taken into account of scattering from cylinders and multiple 
reflections up to second order [26]. 

 

6.2 6~20 GHz Frequency Bands 
 
Use cases: 

It is clear that human presence and activities will definitely need to be taken into 
consideration when dealing with wireless propagation because it will affect the received signal in 
various ways. A literature survey of six relevant articles published between the early to late 
2000s examines various indoor scenarios between ~5.7 to 20GHz frequency range. These articles 
follow a similar pattern because each illustrates the effects of human presence and characteristics 
such as pedestrian-induced fading [20] or human motion approximated by a perfect conducting 
circular cylinder [23]. Although all the tests are done indoors in mostly office scenarios, the 
antenna type and configurations vary for each case.  For example, a 150-m2 office is typical in 
most places where the dimensions are 15m by 10m by 3m height [20]. The most common type of 
antennas used for both transmitter and receiver in these tests were horn antennas [22-25].  In one 
experiment, the access point was simulated with an ideal vertically polarized dipole antenna with 
the receiver represented by a vertically polarized monopole [20].  Although the antenna types 
were similar, the configurations varied. The height of both transmitter and receiver did not 
exceed 2m in most cases. Moreover, the separation distance did not exceed 4m.  These cases are 
realistic for indoor situations. Sometimes it might not be appropriate to have real human 
presence while testing propagation effects. Therefore, many articles have appeared to 
demonstrate that human body may be approximated by a uniform geometrical shape. The human 
body or cylinder moving parallel and perpendicular with respect to the direct line of sight have 
been investigated. Figure 68 and Figure 69 show both these illustrations [23]. 
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Figure 68: Obstacle parallel to LOS [23] 

                         

Figure 69: Obstacle crossing LOS [23] 

 

Measurement results: 

Investigating indoor radio wave propagation at ISM band frequencies, a team in Ireland 
observed how a propagation channel would vary from temporal fades that caused by pedestrian 
movement [20]. Penetration depth and received power were some of the parameters investigated. 
Ray tracing techniques were used along with a homogenous, finite length, lossy dielectric 
cylinders as pedestrians. For this setting, the received power results are shows in Figure 70. 
These results show that in the beginning (4 and 8s), the profile is quiet. As there is more 
pedestrian movement towards the end, more rapid variations are present. This is the case for 
frequencies of 2.45 GHz, 5.7 GHz and 62 GHz. 
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Figure 70: Fading profile caused by pedestrian movement [20] 

 

In another similar experiment, the human body was modeled again as a metallic cylinder 
and while moving in parallel path with the LOS between two fixed terminals [22]. This 
experiment was done in a corridor at 10GHz. A few conclusions could be made from this 
experiment. The amplitude results demonstrate that human motion indeed affects LOS link 
especially for close distances. Moreover, the distance between the walls and human motion also 
has an effect on the temporal fading of the received signal. This can be seen in Figure 71. When 
the distance between the cylinder and antennas are larger, there is a higher rate of amplitude 
variations in the received signal as shown in Figure 72.   

 

 

Figure 71: Temporal fading caused by human motion [22]. 
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Figure 72: Larger distance between the cylinder and antennas [22]. 

In order to further understand the correlation between results obtained when a person is 
moving along a path and when a conducting cylinder is moving along the same path, Ghaddar et 
al did an experiment comparing both scenarios [23]. A conducting circular cylinder of radius 
0.25m was used and CW measurements were performed at 10GHz between two terminals that 
were fixed. The cylinder first moved in parallel with the LOS for the first case and then 
perpendicular with the LOS for the second (Refer to Figure 68 and Figure 69). A human body 
was now replaced with the cylinder and the same cases performed. The crossing LOS results for 
cylinder and human bodies are show in Figure 73. Both have power signal disparity from -24.5 
to 0 dB. It can be see that the fading, periodicity and power decaying in the signals are very 
similar in both cases. Obstacles moving parallel to LOS had similar results. Figure 74 shows the 
relative powers for this case. Here we see an agreement between the two figures. One difference 
when using the cylinder is that it vibrates while moving.  

 

 

Figure 73: Human body crossing and perfect conducting cylinder crossing LOS 
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Figure 74: Human body and perfect conducting cylinder moving parallel to LOS 

Human presence measurements of an indoor radio channel at 20GHz in Sydney, Australia 
have been reported by Oppermann et al with more interesting observations [31]. His team took 
impulse response measurements in various locations of a typical office environment while real 
human bodies carried out normal daily activities. The effect on the received signal depended on 
whether people were moving near the transmitter or the receiver. Fades up to 16dB could be seen 
for a person moving close to a transmitter. If a person was somewhere between the transmitter 
and receiver, fades were between 6-10 dB.  

Ultimately, moving of humans indoor has many effects including fading on a propagation 
channel. In order to understand these effects, human body can be approximated by a uniform 
geometric shape. The ray tracing technique as also been continuously used but on can increase 
the efficiency of this method by using UTD [23]. 

 

6.3 28~38GHz Frequency Bands 
Use cases 
 

There have not been many papers and experiments reported around 28-38 GHz range to 
characterize human presence. Only two papers were found for this report.  Paul Marinier et al in 
[21] reported an experiment near 30 GHz to characterize human induced variations of an indoor 
radio channel for which both terminals are stationary. The work done on this paper will allow 
others to construct a theoretical model for prediction of statistical behaviour of an indoor mmW 
channel under certain conditions. Similarly, in [65], experimental results were conducted at 37.2 
GHz between two fixed terminals in a corridor. The main objective here was to investigate 
human motion for line-of-site propagation channel. The environment for [21] is illustrated in 
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Figure 75. There could be strong reflections on the windows and room R1 was emptied to allow 
for human activities.  

 

Figure 75:  Propagation environment [21] 

 

A CW signal at 30.1 GHz is transmitted by an antenna at a height of 2.5m. One of the 
receiving antennas is a linearly polarized scalar horn whereas the other one is a linearly polarized 
biconical omni directional antenna. These two receive antennas have beam widths of 120 and 45 
respectively that is 10 dB below the maximum intensity. The environment for [65] was a long 
corridor 2.2m in width and 4.5m in height. The floor is mainly concrete while the ceiling has 
metallic tiles. The walls are plaster-board. Horn antennas that are vertically polarised have a gain 
of 15 dB and 3 dB beam width of 25.5". It is at a height of 1.5m above the floor. The antennas 
are positioned to obtain a LOS signal level and only one person is in walking in parallel to the 
LOS.  A simple illustration is shown in Figure 76.  

 

Figure 76: Physical arrangement of person’s motion [65] 
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Measurement results:  

The experiment conducted in [21] found that the received envelope can be considered as 
realizations of only locally stationary process even when the movement of bodies in the 
environment is regular and continuous. Examples of measured envelops are shows in Figure 77. 
Figure 77(a) shows an envelope recorded with two persons moving randomly in room R1 shown 
in Figure 66. The detailed fading over for this same envelope is shows in Figure 77(b). The 
conclusion is that the envelope has fast fluctuations superimposed on slower variations.  

 

Figure 77: Example of measured envelopes [21] 

It was also found that the amplitude distribution was strongly dependent on the spatial 
short range fading state when the environment is free of movement. This was the case when there 
were only a few people in motion with multi-path propagation. An increase in the number of 
people meant a decrease in this dependence. Moreover, the level crossing rates and the average 
fade durations were also dependent on the spatial fading level. The data collected in [65] also 
included amplitude fading distributions, level crossing rates and fade duration statistics. Figure 
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77 shows some of the measurement results while Table 22 shows, the mean power and the 
standard deviation of the envelope which are computed for various scenarios.  

 

Figure 78: Received signal power against time for S= 6m [65] 

When there is an increase in antenna separation by 2m, there is an excess in propagation 
loss by approximately 5 dB. It was also found that the clothes on humans are good reflectors at 
37.2 GHz. For NLOS and NLOS-S scenarios, the mean signal power drops nearly the -105dBm 
in both antenna separation cases. Table 22 also shows that all LOS scenarios have Rice 
distributions and that separation of antennas is insignificant. Moreover, NLOS scenarios are log 
normally distributed. The level crossing rate (LCR) in [65] for motion far from the LOS is 
concentrated around thresholds close to the LOS component. The threshold levels were between 
-55 dB to 5dB from the measurements. The LCR starts to spread and decay exponentially for 
movement closer to the LOS ray. It can be concluded that as a person gets closer to the LOS ray, 
the scattering will increase as signals are absorbed by the person.  Similar results could be 
observed with the average fade duration. Motion closer to the direct LOS path increased the fade 
durations. Duration of fades was also greater in NLOS scenarios than LOS.  
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Table 22: Statistical parameters [65] 

 

 

6.4 60~94GHz Frequency Bands  
Use Cases: 

The influence of human activity based on 60 GHz have been investigated and presented 
in many papers.  Most of the experiments done have been done in early 2000s [20] [32] to just 
the past few years from 2010 to 2013 [26-30]. Simulations and measurements were mostly done 
indoors with various scenarios (living room, conference room, labs) [20][26-29]. An outdoor 
scenario involved a public central campus area with building and trees around [30]. Figure 79and 
Figure 80 show two examples of typical indoor scenarios. The house is a typical European 
residential environment where the building materials are breeze blocks, plasterboards and bricks 
[33]. The laboratory environment has large rooms (100m²) with building materials such as 
concrete pillars, metallic cupboards and a few windows.  

 

 

Figure 79: Measurement environment of house [33] 
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Figure 80: Laboratory [32] 

 

Measurement parameters included fading depth, attenuation, bit error rate, throughput, 
power delay profile and received power. The configuration and design for both transmitter and 
receiver varied in each paper. Some cases had multiple receivers and a single transmitter as in 
[33] and [30].  In [32], the receiver was at a height of 1.55 while two transmitters were at a 
height of 2.27m and 1.28m at LOS. The third was chosen to be in an adjacent room for NLOS 
case at a height of 1.58m. The measurements were performed over 15 days and the antenna 
configurations were changed each day. Table 23 summarizes the measurement durations and 
human activity for each configuration. 

 

Table 23: Measurement durations and human activities [32] 
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In [20], where the simulated environment was a 150-m2 open plan office, the transmitter 
was an ideal vertically polarized dipole that was 2.5m above the floor with an EIRP of 2.1 dBm. 
The receiver which was located 1.1m above the floor represents a +0.0dBi vertically polarized 
monopole.  For an outdoor case, a rectangular planar phased array with 12 by 12 elements was 
used to cover 90 degrees in azimuth [30]. Moreover, an ideal omnidirectional and directional 
antenna was tested. These antenna configurations were also tested out in [27] in addition to 
maximum ray beamforming configuration.  

 

Measurement results: 

Table 24 shows the maximum and minimum fading depth for different number of persons 
in a room of dimension 10m by 20m near a radio link of 60 GHz [29].  

Table 24: Max and Min of magnitude for different number of persons 

 

 Moreover, Figure 81 and Figure 82 show the behaviour of channel in presence of 
different persons on this frequency bands. It can be seen that the temporal channel variation 
fading effects become rapid as the number of people increases. Figure 81 has variations around 
an average value of -82.5582 dB while maximum depth of fading is around -34.1462 dB.  

 

 

Figure 81: Temporal variations of signal envelope with 4 persons in movement [29] 
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Figure 82: Temporal variations of signal envelope with 20 persons in movement [29] 

 

These patterns of variations are similar in most papers and fading characteristics have been found 
to vary with area geometry the density and pattern of pedestrian movements but not frequency.  
Delay spread is another parameter that needs to be examined when dealing with human presence. 
Human blockage model for IEEE 802.11ad 60 GHz channel model based on ray tracing 
simulations was investigated in [28]. This paper showed that knife edge diffraction is able to 
model human blockage at mm-wave frequencies. Moreover, it is shown that average RMS delay 
spread in a living room scenario increase by a factor of 2.5 when there is human blockage. 
Figure 83 shows the CDF of RMS delay spread. 

 

Figure 83: CDF of RMS delay spread with and without the influence of human blockage 

 

 In most cases it is found that the maximum RMS delays were during blockage of the LOS path 
[27]. Delay spread is more intense when diffraction by human body takes place near the receiver. 
The use of directional antennas was also found to decrease delay spread by approximately 50% 
[27].  The conclusion was that amplitude of shadowing effect does not depend on the number of 
persons but on the antennas configurations. The duration of the shadowing effect on the other 
hand increase with the number of persons within the environment [32]. An outdoor simulation 
done by Mohamed Abouelseoud et al in [30] modeled human blocking by using a random 
process. The results followed a similar pattern to those that have been done on indoor scenarios. 
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Figure 84 and Figure 85 show the difference in performance between an omni-directional receive 
antenna and a directional receive antenna. From the figures, it is concluded that with directional 
antenna, the percentage of unserved user equipment in high density blockage scenarios is less 
than that for omni antenna case. More specifically, there was around 14% of the user equipment 
with no coverage at 0.5 blocker/m² when directional antennas were used. To conclude, 
directional antennas are recommended for operation of mmWave systems in highly dense areas.   

 

 

Figure 84: Rx antenna effect on the UE throughput CDF [30] 

 

Figure 85: Rx antenna effect on the network throughput CDF [30] 
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7 CHANNEL SOUNDER MEASUREMENT HARDWARE 
 

7.1 Introduction to Channel Sounder  
Channel sounders or channel sounding systems are used to measure the characteristics of 

a radio propagation channel. As mentioned in section one, knowledge about radio channels, for 
example, wireless mmWave channels is crucial for the design of optimum 5G communications 
systems. This is important so that the wireless communication systems can be deployed in 
harsher environments and at higher, under explored frequencies. Two types of channel sounders 
are common among measurement in mmWave bands to examine multipath components in 
typical urban microcell environment: digital stepping correlator, and analog sliding correlator 
channel sounders. Both are used to record the channel impulse response (CIR) for 
multipath  components analysis, obtain the power delay profile (PDP) and estimate 
corresponding delay spread and coherence bandwidth of the channel under investigation through 
post-data processing. Recent research works in the mmWave band tend to favour the sliding 
correlator architecture, yet the stepping correlator architecture also has its advantages since it is 
entirely DSP based. It is also easier to implement and one can also measure the channel impulse 
response in real time. 

The remainder of this survey develops as follows: In Section 7.2, channel sounder 
architectures and measurement parameters are considered. In Section 7.3,  A Survey of Spatial 
Channel Sounders based upon Virtual, Real and Beamforming Antenna Arrays is presented in an 
Appendix to this report. 

7.2 Channel Sounder Architecture and Measurement Parameters 
A basic channel sounder consists of a transmitter and a receiver as shown in Figure 86[1]. 

A typical transmitter system is composed of a signal generator with an antenna in the baseband 
frequency and control elements such as filters, attenuators, and power amplifiers. An up-
converter is applied to convert the baseband signal up to desired mmWave frequency, in this case 
28GHz. An up-converter is essentially a superheterodyne receiver, and the most crucial element 
is the mixer. Two signal generators are used in the transmitter setup, one as an intermediate 
frequency (IF) source and the other as a local oscillator (LO). The output is the radio frequency 
(RF) component to be transmitted through the transmitting antenna, in most cases a highly 
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directional horn antenna with high gain and narrow beamwidth. The power amplifier 
immediately before the transmitter antenna is required to provide high enough transmitter power. 

A typical receiver system is composed of a signal analyzer with an antenna in the 
baseband frequency and control elements such as filters, attenuators, and power amplifiers. 
Usually a same highly directional antenna as the transmitter is used and deployed at a position 
level equal or lower to the transmitter antenna. A downconverter is applied to convert the 
received mmWave signal down to baseband frequency for data recording and processing. The 
downconverter is also essentially a superheterodyne receiver, and the most crucial element is 
also the mixer. After the mixer stage, the received RF signal is downcoverted to the baseband IF 
component at the output. The first stage low noise amplifier (LNA) almost determines the overall 
noise factor of the receiver system according to Friis formula (shown below) for noise factor. 

Ftotal=F1+(F2-1)/G1 +(F3-1)/G1G2 + (F4-1)/G1G2G3+… (2) 
Physical cables are impractical to use in real life scenarios when trying to synchronize the 

transmitter and receiver that are separated by long distance. Certain types of frequency standards 
such as Rubidium Frequency Standards sending externally triggering 1PPS signal (generated by 
GPS) with a common 10MHz reference frequency are useful in this setting [91]. 

To implement AOA/AOD measurement for double directional channel modeling and to 
investigate optimal transmitter and receiver antennas pointing angles for maximum received 
power, antenna positioners/rotators are necessary to steer transmitter and receiver antennas’ 
angles in the azimuth and elevation planes. Therefore, a continuous, robust rotator is very 
important. 

Another important element of a channel sounder is the signal waveform to be transmitted, 
received and processed. Commonly used signals include pseudo-random noise (PN) sequence, 
multi-tone, etc. Majority of surveyed measurement work used PN sequences, which are 
generated by using a series of linear feedback shift registers (LFSR) circuit and an ex-or gate 
taking inputs from two of the shift register bits and feeding the output to the first shift register. 
This feedback results in generation of a PN sequence of 0’s and 1’s repeating itself. The number 
of shift registers in the circuit determines the naming and lengths of sequences. For example, 
figure below shows a typical PN 9 sequence. The maximum length of a PN sequence is 
calculated by the following formula: 

Length of PN Sequence = 2^N-1   (3) 
 
For example, the maximum length of a PN 9 sequence is 511 bits. The baseband of PN 9 

is shifted to an arbitrary carrier frequency by the digital modulation of Binary Phase Shift 
Keying (BPSK). BPSK is applied since there is a high energy to bit ratio, thus resulting in lower 
bit error rate (BER) at the receiver. Taking the received PN sequence and cross correlate 
(preferred circular rather than linear since PN sequences are periodic) with the transmitted PN 
sequence would result in channel impulse response (CIR), which is a very important parameter 
for multipath component analysis. post-data processing by MATLAB or other software helps us 
obtain PDP figures and other multipath parameters such as delay spread in time domain and 
coherence bandwidth in frequency domain.    
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Figure 86: Block diagram of the channel sounder used in mmWave propagation measurement at 
28GHz in New York City, a) transmitter; b) receiver [1]. 
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Figure 87: Physical channel sounder (up: Transmitter; down: Receiver) used in mmWave 
propagation measurement at 28GHz in New York City [83]. 
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Figure 88: A typical PN 9 Sequence Generation 

 

 

Figure 89: Physical channel sounder (left: Transmitter; right: Receiver) used in mmWave 
propagation measurement at 73GHz in New York City [83]. 

7.3 Channel Sounder Specifications 
 Some common specifications are used to describe the performance of channel sounders, 
as shown in Tables 25 and 26 below for a 73.5 GHz sliding correlator channel sounder by Nie, et 
al [67] and a 28 GHz sliding correlator channel sounder by NYU [83], respectively.  
 
Carrier frequency refers to the radio frequency (RF) that electromagnetic (EM) wave propagates 
through the channel. We have examined mmWave channels operating at carrier frequencies such 
as 15, 28, 38, 60 GHz, etc in this report. The order of a PN sequence indicates how many shift 
registers are in the generator circuit, and the equation of corresponding length is introduced in 
the previous section.  The larger a PN sequence length translates to higher dynamic range. The 
equation of the ideal dynamic range is DR=20*log (PN sequence length). For NYU's 28 channel 
sounder, the length of PN 11 sequence is 2^11-1=2047 bits, and the corresponding dynamic 
range is 20*log (2047)=66.22dB.  
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Table 25: NYU’s 73.5GHz Sliding Correlator Channel Sounder Specifications [67]. 

 

 
Table 26: NYU’s 28GHz Sliding Correlator Channel Sounder Specifications [67]. 

 
  
 The PN code chip rate denotes the clock rate/frequency that each chip of the PN sequence 
is generated. The PN sequence to be transmitted and received through the mmWave channel is 
usually a BPSK-modulated direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) signal to an intermediate 
frequency (IF) then up-converted to the frequency spectrum of such signal is a train of Dirac 
delta functions with envelope sinc(f/fc), and the null-to-null denotes the main lobe bandwidth of 
such signals, which is usually twice the code chip rate. For analog sliding correlator, receiver 
chip rate is typically a little off from the transmitter chip rate to produce time-dilated cross-
correlation of the sliding correlator. The ratio is the slide factor. For digital stepping correlators, 
the chip rate is the same for both transmitter and receiver. Multipath delay resolution refers to the 
minimum time resolution capable of resolving multipath components. It varies inversely 
proportional to the PN code chip rate. Therefore the higher the PN code chip rate, the finer the 
multipath delay resolution, and the closer distance difference in which the mmWave paths travel 
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can be distinguished on the PDP plot. A 2.33ns multipath delay resolution translates to 0.699m 
distance difference of multipath components propagation. The transmit power of +30 dBm at 
28GHz fed to the transmitter antenna is a typical value for lower power femtocells [1].  
 
Accounting the transmitter antenna gain in the maximum antenna radiation pattern direction for 
two kinds of directional horn antennas used in [1], the equivalent isotropically radiated power 
(EIRP) is 54.5 dBm or 45 dBm. When selecting suitable antennas for mmWave channels, 
antenna gain is a key performance factor and it relates to the antenna directivity and electrical 
efficiency. Omnidirectional and directional antennas are the two main antenna types when 
classified by directivity, and the tradeoffs are gain versus directivity. Omnidirectional antennas 
such as dipoles or loops radiate radio wave power in every direction uniformly in either azimuth 
or elevation plane with low gain, whereas directional antennas such as horns and log-periodic 
dipole arrays (LPDA) radiate greater power in particular directions for better transmit and 
receive performance. Highly directional antennas with narrow beamwidth are common 
candidates for mmWave channels for link budget consideration, but the downside is that 
mechanically steering the antenna in increments of the beamwidth to cover all transmitter-
receiver pointing angles is time-consuming, thus proper beamforming techniques are crucial. 
Noise floor is the measure of sum of unwanted noise signals other than the actual signal to be 
detected. At the receiver signal analyzer, any received power level below this noise floor cannot 
be detected or displayed on the monitor, resulting in a signal outage. Receiver sensitivity defines 
the minimum input signal to obtain a particular signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). NYU's channel 
sounder requires a 10 dB SNR for reliable signal detection, so received signals which are above 
the noise floor but below the sensitivity are detected but not acquired.    
  
We can estimate NYU's 28GHz channel sounder link budget from statistics in [67]: 
   max TX power: +30 dBm  
+ TX antenna gain: 24.5 dBi  
+ RX antenna gain: 24.5 dBi 
- cables and conductors loss: 1dB (assumed)  
- noise floor (min detectable RX power): -80 dBm 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
max measurable path loss (system measurement range) = 178 dB 

 
 

8 STANDARDS 
Although 5G cellular network is still in the early exploration and research phase for 

concepts and characterization, and standardization activities are expected to start in 2017, some 
current standards in relevant mmWave bands are worthwhile investigating to inspire our system 
design and channel modeling. It is first worth mentioning the next generation of WirelessHD, the 
first 60 GHz standard, and its specifications. The WirelessHD specification is based on a 7 GHz 
channel in the 60 GHz Extremely High Frequency (EHF) radio band. One of the significant 
features of WirelessHD is the portable device support.  Millimetre wave frequency bands have 
short wavelengths in the order of millimetres (for example, 0.5 mm for 60 GHz), resulting in 
smaller antennas, thus are advantageous with the portable device support, especially for 
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smartphones and tablets. The following capability is from the official WirelessHD website; 
“Portable device support. The scalability of the technology has been extended to support lossless 
video streaming plus 1 Gbps data connectivity in low power portable devices such as tablets, 
portable media players and smartphones” [77]. The website lists all of the other capabilities 
which include data transmission rates at 10-28 Gbps which is much faster than the highest 
802.11n data rates. 

Another inspiring standard is WiGig, also known as 802.11ad, which has been subsumed 
by WiFi in March 2013. WiGig technology uses the 60 GHz band to support high wireless 
speeds up to 7 Gbps, revolutionizing our concept about wireless connectivity and inspiring new 
experiences for the next generation mobile, computing, and consumer electronics devices. 
Wilocity (now part of Qualcomm) and Qualcomm delivered the first tri-band wireless products 
combining their dual-band WiFi with their WiGig, to enable applications such as wireless 
docking and display, instantaneous downloads, and high-speed media streaming [78]. Figure 90 
is a Wil6200 chipset, Wilocity’s second generation multi-gagabit wireless chipset compliant with 
the WiGig and Wireless Gigabit Alliance 60GHz MAC/PHY specification. Observing the right-
hand-side rectangular strip, we see 8x2 antenna array on the chip forming a fan-beam pattern, 
which could be a suitable mmWave beamforming solution. The nature of fan-beam radiation 
pattern is that it has a broad beamwidth in one plane and a narrow beamwidth in another 
orthogonal plane, whereas a pencil-beam radiation pattern has narrow beamwidth in both 
azimuth and elevation planes. As the result, mechanically steering a fan-beam (sectorial antenna) 
saves much time than steering a pencil-beam (compact antenna) when analyzing the 3D 
AoD/AoD characteristics of mmWave channels. Several fan-beam antennas suitable for 
mmWave bands were designed between year 2005 and 2012, based on pillbox, cylindrical 
luneberg lens, and step-index cylindrical homogeneous lens. [80-82]. To apply this beamforming 
technique, we need to calculate required antenna gain for link budget consideration .  

 

 

Figure 90: Wil6200 chipset of WiGig Standard [78] 

The IEEE 802.15.3 Task Group 3c (TG3c) developed a millimetre-wave-based 
alternative physical layer (PHY) for the existing 802.15.3 Wireless Personal Area Network 
(WPAN) Standard 802.15.3-2003 [76]. A few features can be noted from this standard. For this 
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standard, the task group created three new PHY modes. Furthermore, the existing MAC was 
improved by adding aggregation and beamforming. Since beamforming can help increase the 
wireless network’s range, it is relevant to our current project. IEEE 802.15.3c specifies optional 
beam codebook-based beamforming protocol (BP) that does not require information on angle of 
departure, angle of arrival or channel states information estimation. The BP will have the 
following features; 1) three stages, sector level searching, beam level searching and optional 
tracking phase, 2) uses only discrete phase shifts, 3) independent of PHY and can be applied to 
various antenna configurations, 4)BP is a MAC procedure [76]. Although this standard has 
achieved over 1 Gb/s at the MAC SAP, it also has some limitations. For instance, a PNC cannot 
enable multiple CTAs at a given time. This is a gap that that can be taken into consideration 
when doing future works. 

 The METIS 2020 Project introduced in the first section is actively laying the foundation 
of 5G.  Its official website [92] lists updated presentations, publications, deliverables, and 
simulation guidelines for implementing METIS test cases. There are already 14 deliverables 
available up to the end of April 2014, while 15 more will be delivered by the end of April 2015. 
Deliverable D1.1 “Scenarios, requirements and KPIs for 5G mobile and wireless system” defines 
the estimated performance upgrade of the 5G system as in Table 1 in section 1 as well as five 
scenarios which describe these technical goals. It also lists twelve user test cases representing 
practical application with requirements. Figure 91 maps these test cases and the five scenarios.  

D2.1 “Requirements and general design principles for new air interface” provides 
guidance to new radio link design based on requirements and challenges of various test cases 
presented in D1.1. Air interface refers to the physical (PHY) layer and parts of medium access 
control (MAC) and radio resource management (RRM), aka Layer 1 and Layer 2, respectively. 
This article also describes research topics and explain how they map the requirements [83]. 

D6.1 “Simulation Guideline” is used for all METIS evaluation and simulation work. It 
includes useful simulator calibration material and considerations for various cases. 
Environmental models, deployment considerations, propagation models, etc are introduced. It is 
a useful resource for 5G mmWave channel modeling and coverage predicting simulation [84].  

D1.2 ”Initial channel models based on measurements” presents both stochastic (generic) 
and map-based (site-specific) models. Data collected from early measurement campaigns of 
different propagation scenarios were analyzed and characterized to develop these generic 
models. Site-specific models were based on simplified ray-tracing approach, which applied full 
ray-tracing techniques on a simplified geometrical environment and propagation modeling 
mechanisms.  Figure 92 illustrates a systematic Manhattan grid map. This document also 
describes very large antenna arrays applied in METIS current channel models, which assumed 
plane wave propagation at antenna far field and small antenna array size with similar propagation 
characteristics of both the transmitter and receiver. For 5G mobile communications systems, very 
large antenna arrays are crucial elements, and massive MIMO and pencil beamforming are 
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commonly practiced technologies.  D1.2 also points out the current model will need to improve 
angular resolution and sub-path ray amplitude distribution to account for highly directional 
antennas or large antenna arrays. In addition, spherical wave modeling mechanism needs to be 
used instead [85].  

 

Figure 91: METIS test cases mapped with scenarios [2]. 

 

Figure 92: Systematic Manhattan grid map [85]. 
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9 CONCLUSION 
This report has covered in detail, many different propagation environments and the uses 

cases for 5G mmWave networks such as the traditional macrocell, the more recent microcell, 
outdoor-to-outdoor, outdoor-to-indoor, indoor-to-indoor, and human presence. Moreover, many 
measurement data parameters have been noted and analyzed in depth. These include received 
signal strength (for path loss, coverage analysis), CIR and PDP (for multipath components, delay 
spread, coherence bandwidth analysis), AOA/AOD (for angular spread, double-directional 
channel modeling, beamforming analysis), penetration/refection test of outdoor and indoor 
building materials, rain attenuation (for various weather effects), foliage attenuation (for various 
vegetation effects), human presence (moving people in the midst of a link), etc. 

Channel models of interest to system designers fall into three broad categories: 
1) coverage or large-scale models that capture the spatial variation in channel behaviour that 
ultimately affect system reliability, 2) dispersion or small-scale models that capture the manner 
in which fading causes signals to disperse in time or angle or vary with frequency and 3) time 
variation or dynamic models that capture the effects of movement of the transmitter, receiver or 
objects in the environment. Each type of model must be tailored to the nature of the system under 
consideration and the nature of the applicable transmitter receiver deployment scenario.     

Most of the past works on 5G mmWave networks that were found to write this report had 
either only done simulations or only measurements but not both. Few papers did both physical 
measurement and software simulation but the simulation was based on a simplified urban 
microcell model composed of several blocks and streets and not a real-world map. The 
transmitter and receiver locations, antenna configurations, and measurement procedures for 
physical measurements were mostly planned based on intuition or theoretical analysis and not 
supported or confirmed by simulation results.  

Human presence was usually modeled by software ray-tracing. The software modeled the 
human body with a perfect conductor cylinder. Real humans were usually not involved during 
the measurements most likely due to the limited quantity of people required or simply because of 
the concern over safety and legal issues. Equipment limitations are another factor that most 
papers had and it affected the quantity of data collected. For example, in [64] Rajagopal and 
Abu-Surra’s (from Samsung Telecommunications America) data were collected manually and 
only a few sample points. An automated measurement tool in 2012 to collect and process more 
data over the entire elevation and azimuth plane at the TX and RX was still being developed.  

Other essential information such as PDPs and delay spread of outdoor NLOS channel 
model was yet to be captured. This is a gap we could potentially be able to fill in with the right 
equipment in our lab. In some analysis such as in [59], models were derived from measurements 
that were based on outdoor street-level locations but typical urban cellular evaluations, however, 
place a large fraction on mobile indoors, where mmWave signals will likely not penetrate.  
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Because  we have the Wireless Insite simulation on actual UBC geodata (some limitation 
applies: missing buildings, undefined building height, no foliage, etc), we could implement  a 
test plan design that will help us confirm our physical measurement results. In order to test 
human presence during propagation, we can have real human bodies present in various indoor 
environments such as the lab, office, library or student union building. The idea is to have some 
sort of incentive for people to participate in our experiments while we collect data. For data 
collection such as PDP’s, delays spread and coherence bandwidth for outdoor NLOS channel 
model, we have the RSL’s automated channel sounder. This equipment will allow us to collect as 
much data and as many times as we want. There also needs to be further study and system 
evaluation that focuses on indoor mobiles. Lastly, we have the RSL propagation van and the 
charger/inverter with batteries on portable power carts which will allow us to pick any location 
that we want for measurements without having to worry about where the AC power is most 
available. In [1] [13], the 25 receiver (the same set for each transmitter location) locations at 
NYU were selected based on where the AC power was abundant and available.  
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